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r1er

by Mignonette Walmsley

staff writer
Due to a complicated
combination of weather
conditions, , construction
difficulties and lack of a cooling
system, the new psychology
building will not be opened this
next quarter as planned.
The official word hasn't been
giverl yet as to whether the
psychology building will be open
this summer, but . speculation is
that it won't be ready for classes ·
until next fall.
At any rate, according to Jim
Thompson, technical resource
supervisor for the psychology
department, if the building is
open for suinmer, it won't have
a cooling system.
Those classes scheduled for ·
spring quarter will now be held
in various classrooms on campus.
Class changes are listed on green
sheets in the Registrar's office,
in Mitchell Hall.
The education department
will .move its complete operation
in to Black Hall when the
psychology division completes
its transfer.
_
Building plans
Four towers . of varying size,
with a general meeting point in
the center, is the basic design of
the new building.

On the first floor is the clinic
· area where group therapy will
take place, including ·counseling
with television systems and
audiovisual- aids. This is the
location of the child study
center, where research will be set
up to watch child development
processes. Children will be
viewed through two-way mirrors
to observe how. they react and
think in the activity room,
working or playing individually.
Electrical and mechanical
facilities, machine storage and
the electronic shop are available
on the first floor. If a student
doesn't have. the equipment he
needs for his research project, he
can get it from the workshop.
The second floor, which is the
largest wing, will be dedicated to
human research. There are group
study and observation rooms,
through which different sized
groups will be observed. These
are also equipped with television.
Students who will be doing
lab work as part of their
individual studies will have their
study . sections on 'the second
floor also.
Classrooms will hold 24-62
students, and seminar rooms will
seat 12-15. The student lounge
for the Psi Chi club (psychology
students) will have vending
machines and other
conveniences.
For those who may be out of. •
shape, lazy, or even exhausted,
an elevator is on this floor.
Animal research
Animal and colony research
will be done on the third floor.
The rpoms are larger in this
area because the test animals will
b~ staying overnight. The two
different types of animals to be
used will be rodents and· pig~!ls.
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Experimental variables will be
in the forms of light_ cycle ·
timers, humidity and
temperature controls.
There are spaces for a
statistics rooni, lab semiJ!ars,
calculators, desk-top computers
and students will have access to
the electronic calculators. An
under-graduate lab, one
classroom and 16 cubicles are
also on the third floor.
Faculty offices and secretarial
work is the main activity of the
fourth floor. A reception area,
mailroom, faculty rooms, work
rooms and office machines will
be in this vicinity. Conference
rooms will be available for
instructors.
Above the"fourth floor is the
penthouse, where a
conglomeration of huge pipes
and other oddities also seem to
have their purposes for being
there.
Brilliant colors
When you enter the building,
prepare for the brilliant coloring
of the walls. First floor greets
you with what seems to be a '
"reflecting" orange; a vibrating
yellow is on the second floor,
then green and blue colors on
the third and fourth floors.
Future growth in the
academic realm was kept in ·
mind when these plans were
made.
Presently, the building is large
enough for two departments.
The addition of approximately
500 students per year was
considered in the design.
Long-range plans indude the
possiblitJ of a play yard for
children
part of the
psychology
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.c~~;~;~;;;,pi~;~es. take p~~t
in ethnic .identity survey_
by Becki Holland
feature editor
All people · employed &,t
Central will soon know how
they are represented according
to race, sex and ethnic
background.
Feedback from the ethnic
identity survey cards is ' now
being processed by the
department of Staff Personnel.
The survev was the
~

I

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Railroad
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Minors possess beer

Two Beck Hall residents were found guilty in the Kittitas County
computerized questionnaire they were Afro-American,
Courthouse
Monday on charges of minors in possession.
passed out with last month's Spanish, Oriental, Caucasian or
Both men pleaded guilty to the charges.
p-aychecks. And the results, American Indian. The
Robert Emmett Harvey, 19, and Craig Owen Tippie, 19, were
according to Linda Marrary, terminology of the question was
arrested by campus police last Friday night after they had observed
minority affairs co-ordinator, set by federal government.
the men carrying three cases of beer in the vicinity of Beck.
wer.e readily submitted by
Harvey also pleaded guilty and was found guilty of possession of
Returns
students, faculty, administration
false identification.
Approximately
70%
of
the
and civil service who agreed and
Bot.h
Tippie
and
H~rvey
were
fined
$35
plus
court
costs
($4) for
disagreed with the principles civil service employees, faculty
and administration and 50% of the mmors m possession charge. Harvey was fined an additional $25
suggested on the card.
the students returned the survey. plus court costs for his false identification offense.
Everyone's represented
Students who had mental
Ms. Mqrrary said, "The survey
was a way of making sure all reservations about the process
individuals of every ethnic, or . must understand the survey was
minority (women) group set according to state
employed could be represented . regulations. ·
All~rd Lowenstein, former Democratic Congessman from . New
Ms. Marrary said she was
for government statistics."
She said students offered pleased with student York, will appear in the SUB today at noon.
In 1968, Lowenstein was one of the leaders of the "Dump
constructive advice about the cooperation because the
classification of categories. As a government contract compliance Johnson Movement" and has been an outspoken critic of the
result, Staff Personnel is agency makes the college Vietnam war for many years.
r e v i e w i n ·g t h e i r w h o 1e consider such information a . At presen~,. Lo~e~tein i~ involved in a nationwide campaign to
data-gathering system to make condition of student mcr~~se partlc1pat1on m precmct level Democratic party activities. In
surveys more concise in the employment, like the W-4 form. addition, he has pledged his support to anti-war candidates.
Lowenstein, who was a delegate at the 1968 Democratic
"Although some students felt
future.
conven~io~
i!1 Chicago, contends that the system can be changed
The survey asked the the querie to be an invasion of
employee's name and social privacy, we are just trying to from w1thm if enough of the right kind of people become involved.
security number, which will be assure full civil liberties to all
computerized. It also asked persons employed at Central,"
when the employee began
Marrary said the
working at Central.
Ms. M arrary said the department of Staff Personnel -.
statements in question were the serves everyone employed at
Dr. Andries Nel, Central professor of geography from South
ones asking gender. "Some Central.
would have rather had M(man)
"The survey can help make Africa-, will speak about the "South African Peoples" in a public
and W(woman) instead of the Central a better place for appearance tomorrow.
Dr. Nel~ . a visiting professor for this quarter only, will speak at
~(male) and F(female) at the individuals of every ethnic,
time of the survey," she said.
religious, national or 1:30 p.m. m Grupe Conference Center.
His speech ~s sponsored by the International Club and the history
Most of the complaints arose socio-economic back.ground, sex
from the category of ethnic and age a productive member of department.
origin. Employees marked if society."

L·o.wensfe1n
• speak s

Dr. Nel will speak
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BLOSSOM petitions
Here Is What Noted Stereo Critic
Julian Hirsch Had To Say About
The Advent Model 201 Cassette Deck:

BLOSSOM, the Olympia-based organization seeking liberalizatio l
of state laws on marijuana, needs the signatures of 115,000
registered voters to validate Initiative 264 on the general electio i
ballot, according to Stephen Wilcox, Debbie Yarbrough and
Thomsen Abbott, co-chairman.
"Even people who oppose marijuana should sign the initiativ~ ·
petitions so the issue can be decided upon by the voters" Abbott
said.
'
Petitions are being circulated in Ellensburg and on campus.
Anyone wanting further information can call Ron Males, 925-2849.

BudgetrequestsdUe
All areas, act ivies and programs using Joint Student fees and ASC'
monies are required to supmit a preliminary budget request for the
1972-73 academic year.
The final deadline for the requests must be in to Dave Larson
'
Joint Student Fees chairman, in the ASC office, Tuesday.

Registration Schedule
"The Advent 201 easiiy met its specifications, and established itself - at
least for now - as the best cassette
recorder we know of."

especially with the finest playback
amplifiers and speakers, was literally
awesome, as was the total absence of
hiss or other background noise."

"It is difficult to restrain our enthusiasm for the Advent 201. The unit
crune with a .demonstration tape that
had been dubbed onto Crolyn tape by
that specific machine from a Dolby
"A" master tape. The sound quality,

"Summarizing, the Advent 201 is a
tape deck.of superlative quality. It is
difficult to imagine how its sonic
perfotmance could be substantially
improved ... this is the one that sets
the standard for cassette recorders."

We don't usually get carried away with equipment reviews, but this one's as
different as it sounds. We urge you to come in and put Advent's amazing new
cassette machine to your own critical listening test.

E.RE.qJJ!At=r~

Electronics For Entertainment? '.STEREOCRAFT _has it

alt_~

Pre-registration will be conducted by the following alphabetical ·
schedule:
March 3 ·All others with last name beginning with - P, Q, R
6
"
-s
7
-T,U,V,W,X
"
8
-Y,Z,A,B
"
9
-C,D,E
"
10
-F,G,H
"
NOTE: Classification of a third quarter junior is determined b
completion of 119 degree credits and above prior to February 22.
ASC CARD REQUIRED FOR PACKET PICK-UP
Student packets will be distributed on a daily basis during this
period ·following the alphabetical distribution outlined above.
Packets may be picked up and returned from 9 a.m. to noon and 1
·to 3 p.m. in the Registrar's Office. All packets must be returned by 3
p.m., March 10.
Students wishisng to ·cancel their i::egistration must notify the
Registrar's Office in writing before the beginning of the quarter.
After classes have commenced, ·withdrawal from college must be
made through the Office of the Dean of Students.
Students must attend their clas5es the first day in order to insure
enrollment in their sections. Those students who do not attend will
have their classes cancelled. This, however , does not constitute
official withdrawal from college.
'
NOTE: All fees must be paid by March 6, ill order to retain your
pre-registration.

Jazz- lovers

get trea·t
Sunday in
McConnell

Jazz lovers will ·really get a treat Sunday when the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC) presents Jazz Night.
The March 5 performanc(! will begin at 8 p·.m. in McConnell
Auditorium and feature five jazz groups.
Performing will be the Central Stage Band, directed by John
Moawad, and a jazz-rock ensemble. The Central Swingers will
provide the vocal portion of the program. Completing the bill of
performers are two jazz combos.
Tickets are 50 cents with your ASC card, or one dollar without
and may be obtained at the door, in the SUB, llertz music office or

~~~~~~~~.

'

nig·h t
features
•
svv1ngers
-~ and combos ·
Jazz

April brings Career Day
Come April, students are
going to get a chance to take a
realistic look into the future. On
that day in the SUB, "Careers
Day" is going to happen.
"Careers Day" will last all day
and will have representatives
from business and industry as

book
rev·i evved
Literary critics across the
nation now are reviewing a new
book
written
by
Central
professor Burton Williams.
Titled Senator John J. Ingalls:
Kansas' Iridescent Republican,
the book is about the life of a
· man who earned a nationwide
reputation during 18 years
service in the U.S. Senate.

well as from the various
departments on campus ..
According to Dennis O'Neill,
chairman of the Careers Day
Committee, the purpose of the
day will be to, "give a
presentation of where
employment is headed in the
future."
"That's the key, the future,"
O'Neill said. We want them
(employers) to talk ab.o ut the
future and tell students what
types of jobs they ·are going to
be competing for."
"That goes for the
departments, too. We want them
to be able to give a presentation
about what the careers will be in
the future," O'Neill said.
With the help of Dr. Lawrence
Danton~
chairman of the
economics and business
administration department,

people representing careers in
. ecology, energy, communications, banking, airlines,
agriculture, and many other
fields will be here for Careers
Day.
.
The Careers Day program was 1
started by . the Student
Development staff. Members of
the Careers Day Committee

include chairman Dennis O'Neill;
Dean Owens, director of
P 1ace men t; Gerry Hover,
d1rector of Recreation and
Social Activities; Nickie Jordan~
the ASC representative; Dr.
Wells Mclnelly, co-ordinator of
Student Development; and
Owen Dugmore from the
Counseling and Testing Cer:iter.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at numerous locations throughout the nation including National Parks, Resort
Areas, and Private Camps. For
free information send self-ad·
dressed, STAMPED envelope to
0 pportunity Research, Dept.
SJO, Century Bldg., Polson, MT
59860. APPLICANTS MUST
APPLY EARLY ...

UNWIND-WIND UP

AHONDA
For Relief Of Nervous Tension

What's New At Margaret's (
fashion casuals by
Dee Dee Deb
The coat that is smart
in the ,sun and sheds
water in the rain is
a must for today's
young actives.

Margaret's
.J&JJaa,llaza.

Johnson's Honda
410 N. Main
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·1eAC

Not .so great
President-elect Steve Harrison will face his first executive decision
soon. Specifically, the funding by the ASC of the Intercollegiate
Political Affairs Commission (IPAC).
Last week on a visit to Olympia with Executive Vice
President-elect Dan O'Leary, Harrison caught IPAC in the midst of a
hustle! As it seems, the "lobby" group underestimated Harrison in
more than one way. Apparently, they tried to play on Harrison's
inexperience concerning the funding of various organizations on
campus. Harrison, however, was not intimidated and O'Leary was
not moved by Mark Henning's overwhelming pseudo-statistics
concerning IPAC's legislative moving power.
We contend that IPAC is one of the ·best organizations the ASC
has going for it, on paper. Unfortunately, IPAC was clouded this
year by a mass of personality conflicts and some misinformation.
Lackluster leadership is undoubtedly the culprit in this drama.
The ASC was originally contracted to pay the "lobby" commission
$387 in dues, but has since taken a second glance and, at the time of
this writing, indications show that IPAC will not get it.
Neither Harrison nor ·O'Leary were impressed by the IP AC
high-pressure attempt to get a monetary commitment . . Perhaps, it
was the demanding tone that sold the IPAC case down the river, not
only in the minds of the newly-elected administration, but in our
minds also.
.
Gaming seems to play a great role in IPAC "politicking." IPAC
worker John Mays called ASC President Tom Dudley a "bastard"
because the Central dues were not as yet paid. Mays also spoke of
~-people having big mouths and ~ host of other immature attempts at
slander-:-we suggest that Mays examine his mouth before discussing
the mouths of others.
Somehow we just can't imagine John Mays calling himself our
representative in Olympia. He just doesn't play the part.
Despite IPAC personnel failings, however, some of the workers
have projected maturity, leadership, and a reasonable amount of
intelligence. Last · year Frank Morris led IPAC through its first
legislative session. Morris left Mark Henning with organization,
public relations material, and a direction. Unfortunately, Henning
chose to ignore it ail.
There is no doubt that Harrison is a leader, but we do doubt his
courage. The funding of IPAC will certainly prove to be a test of it.
If the group is given the full $387, Harrison wm be admitting
insecurity, incompetence and irresponsibility.
Harrison will make his decision soon, we hope h~ will take the
advice given him by associates and his administratioi:i-the partial
funding of IPAC.

Political Affairs

Alder parking
by Charles French and Linda Schadt
PAC co-chairmen

Neil House was unfortunately the victim of an apathetic Pit.
Friday afternooon during his singing audition, he was repeatedly
interrupted by scream~ng children, students, dogs (we can excuse the
behavior of the dogs, however), more students and pure rudeness.
We do not expect everyone to become silent the minute they see
someone performing in the SUB, but a least students could respect
the fact that he was there for them in the first place.

~DITIPUVtr1er
Mail subscription price $1.00 per ~·-arter or $3.00 per year, payable to
the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered as
second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington
98926. Advertising material presented herein does not necessarily
imply end,orsement by this newspaper. Published weekly on Fridays
during the academic year except during examination weeks and
holidays by students of Central Washington State College. Views
expressed are those of the student staff and editors, not necessarily

cwsc.

Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
. Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Cat-a-log Editor
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Adviser

rete Delaunay
Elliott Grieve
Sandi Dolbee
Becki Holland
Mary Lancaster
Roger Underwood
Gary Stewart
Gayl Curtiss
Dave Walker
Jim Nelson
David Evans

Staff Members .. . Bill Irving, Glenna Moulthrop,
Bill Nelson,
Chris Boushey, Loren Salazar, Deb Cameron, Teresa Kade, 'Karla
Stakston, Karen Sybouts, Nick Gardner, Terry Parsley! Gary M~ers,
Larry Aldrich, l?addy Cottrell .. Mignonette Wal.msley, Jim Hendrichs,
Wanda Miller, Jon Owen, Phil Proteau, Marian Cottrell.

The Ellensburg City Council will meet on Monday at 7: 30 p.m. at
City Hall. We encourage students to participate and voice their
opinions concerning the proposal to close Alder and 18th Streets
from 1 to 7 a.m.
The agenda will include a tentative proposal-drafted by. us. We
felt this was necessary in case the city again failed to see the injustice
in their proposal.
We are submitting this proposal under the auspices of the PAC
and not claiming support ~f the student body. This is a result of the
meeting called last Monday in the Co-Ed Lounge at which the
situation was to be discussed.
Approximately 20 students from the Co-Ed were present but
St~dent. Village ~esidents. wer~ n<?t represented in spite of several
articles m the Cner and fhers distributed stressing the importance or
the meeting.
·
Don't interpret these remarks as a lack of appreciation for those
who attended, because their interest was noted. But it appears as if
some students are interested only in complaining rather than putting
together some workable solutions.
·
Why must there always be one absolute loser and one absolute
winner?
This is what we are trying to overcome. Perhaps with a little more
constructive support Monday evening at the council meeting we
might be able to show everyone that we are capable of rational
solutions to some of the problems that we, as Ellensburg residents,
share.
In conjunction with Allard Lowenstein's visit on campus in the
SUB Pit at noon, we will be regist~ring voters in the SUB from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
. . .
.
Lowenstein 's visit is to encourage voter registration and active
participation in the "grass roots of politics," the precinct cau~u~es.
The caucuses will take place on Tuesday at 8 p.m. A complete hstmg
of locations for caucuses is on page
The 18-year-old drink petitions will arrive this weekend and we
hope to begin our campaign for signatures Monday. Many students
have indicated a desire to help distribute the petitions on campus.
We ask these people to come in Monday morning.
The American Civil Liberties Union, Ellensburg Chapter, is having
a fund-raising party tonight at the Condit's house (215 E. 9th) 8 p.m.
Donations for drinks. Everyone welcome! Please come.
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Former student chidesPAC
To the editor:
As a former Central student
and active participant in PAC, I
have been receiving the Crier all
winter quarter in order to follow
the club's activities. The last
issue received (2-18-72.)
contained the first article of the
quarter concerning PAC
activities.
With this in mind, it's not
difficult to understand why PAC
has been unsuccessful this year
in getting students involved.
Ms. Schodt complained that
students have showed ·no interest
in the 18-year-old drinking bill.
How can students show interest

when they don't know where to
go to voice their concern?
Last year, from the beginning
until the end of the legislative
session, the Crier ran one article
a week concerning PAC and
IP AC activities.
Not all of the articles were
favorable to PAC, but they
aroused interest over the campus
as well as at the other state
colleges and universities.
It's ·disappointing that PAC
flopped this year after students
worked so hard last year to get
administrative support on the
school level as well as build a
rapport with our legislators in
Olympia. At the same time, it is
impossible to sympathize with

PAC's problems when they've
failed to use the best means of
reaching the students-namely,
the Crier.
A weekly article in the Crier
from now on may help
concerning community
activities, but it's a little late for
students who wish to be active
in state government.
Mr. French said, "Awareness
leads to involvement."
Too bad students didn't have
a chance to becoµie involved
about two months ago.
Sincerely,
Mary Jo Reynolds

With respect to Nature
by Jim Castilla
contributing writer

Listen Brother. In the old days the Indians were rugged and
healthy, drinking pure water and eatin~ t.he meat of the buffalo. All
was fine for all was pure and served •ts purpose. Now you have
come among us and all has changed.
.
Continue to listen. Long ago our ponies could stand great
hardship and travel long distances without water; they lived ~:m
certain kinds of food and drank pure water. Now our horses require
a mixture of food, they have less endurance and must have constant
care. It was like that with you. You were once rugged and cared for
all. Now you need new things to keep you well. Listen on.
The water ~s of the great rivers are not pure as they used to \>e, and
many of the creeks are no longe~ good for us to drink.
·
_.
You build buildings to clean your water so you can p~llute it
again; you create your own nature of machines and chemicals.
A man ought to desire that which is genuine instead of that which
is artificial.

·

For this is the only way that man can live in peace and with
respect to nature.
I am in doubt that this day of peace will never come among us.
What sorrow it brings into my heart. You have forgotten how it was
. campus to the other but I find like to live near to Nature, and in doing so you have forgotten
myself and many others doing Nature's laws.
Whatever -the future brings, it's because we have willed it to be.
that very thing, being forced to
the side by fast-moving trucks, , Whether good or bad, it is the will of all and all must answer.
cars and tractors.

Rampaging trucks are menace
To the editor:
Ahh, spring is here and with
the nice days on hand, it is so
pleasant to take a care-free stroll
up or down the newly
completed R.H. Thompson
expressway, opps, I mean the
new mall.
It would seem to be an ideal
way to spend a spring afternoon
but there is just one problem.
You have to be on your toes in
order to avoid being hit by -a
rampaging service vehicle,
delivery truck or tractor.
While the mall was under
construction, I was told that the
reason for making it six inches
thick and Pl:ltting tons of
reinforcing steel 11',l it was to meet
standards so that fire trucks
could drive on it in case of
emergency. So far, I have seen
very few fire trucks but lots of
the above mentioned vehicles.

After being nearly run down
twice last week and being asked
by one driver, "What do you
think this is, a sidewalk? I've
had enough. Either turn it into
the freeway it is becoming or let
the pedestrians and cyclists have
it back.
The mall was built in order
that students and staff would
not have to walk in the mud
while going from one end of the

Can't something be done?
Sincerely
Ron Trapp

San Francisco Socialists expelled
· Four students at San
Francisco City College have been
expelled summarily without trial
or enunciation of charges filed
against them.
The students are members of
City College Young Socialists for
Jenness (who appeared at
Central last week) and Pulley.

' .;~??~i~miMi1i\l1i\~~~ii~ii\1ri;~rLJfj\~j1;~\\\j\j\j~\j1~~fil~~~1r~1~~\~r~1~~1~~~ftf~~~i~~j\j\~~lMlt~~m~ij\~J~1mm~1rn;ii~ilfil~i~~1i1
All letters to the editor of the Crier are welcome. Such contributions
will be printed as space allows.
In order to be printed, letter~ must carry the full name as well as the
address and phone number of the author. Letters which are unsig~ed
or are signed with pseudonyms will not be printed.
Correspondence must by typed and limited to 250 words or less: The
editor reserves the right to edit for matters of libel. No letters will be
~
returned.
The Crier Office is located in SUB 218.
·

'r~~~@\ll~\~:~l\lilijmlt~~m~~1~~~~~1jllI\1~~1~1i.~~~miiili1~1ir.~~1iff.~i~~~1\1m~~1~\1~J~l\lli1\111~~~1~11~\1\11m\~111~~filtiff.i~*~ii~

THINK SPRING!
_Reserve your 1 or 2 bd~m.
apt. for Spring Quarter now.
s35oo mo. and up.
Rent includes water, sewer
and garbage.-Apts. completely furnished and carpeted.

WALNUT -NORTH
APARTMENTS
1 block North of .Campus

925-2725

The action . caps a month-long
period of alleged harrassment of
the socialist students on campus.
On Jan. 10, they said an
attempt was made to force the
group to remove a campaign
table from the cafeteria. On Jan.
12 physical force was used to
remove a campaign banner that
called for student-faculty
control of the campus.
The students were expelled
Jan. 13, and have not been
re-admitted.

WAFFLE STOMPER SALE
Starts MON. MARCH 6
Off On Any Waffle
Sto mper I n Stock;

Men's, Women's, or Children's

Choose From 10 Different Styles

SALE ENDS MARCH 11

MUNDY'S SHOE STORE
Open late Friday evenings
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May_publish report

Sociology class to study Ellensburg
by Paddy Cottrell
staff writer
"Ellensburg is just not the
same kind of · college town
sociologically, as say Columbia,
Mo. or State College, Penn., the
colleges I've had experience
with," stated Dr . David
Kaufman, assistant professor in
the sociology department.
This observation and a desire
to learn more about smaller
communities prompted
Kaufman to institute a class
entitled "Community~' to study
Ellensburg as a sociological
community.
The course is an on-going
project that hopes to delve into
more detail on a number of
sociological considerations and
publish a task force report that
can be made available to anyone
1
in Ellensburg.
Community consciousness
Last quarter's class spent time
observing the community and
from this empirical evidence,

Kaufman has concluded, "The
community has quite a high level
of social consciousness, as
witnessed by the number of
clubs and service organizations."
The class is now involved in a
survey of more than 500 people ·
asking them over 100 questions
on topics ranging from their
grandfathers' occupations to
attitudes toward the church.
" Kaufman's course emphasized
a high level of student
participation. The interview
schedule has been developed in
class and will be administrered
by class members.
After the interview schedules
are completed, each student will
draw from the pool of
information and write a paper
on one sociological topic of his
choice.
Their topics
Mary Engel, a senior, has
expressed an interest · in the
realtionship between where
people live and what activities

they participate in or attitudes
they have.
Laura Waite, a junior, states
she is going to try to determine
something about "social fabric."
"I want to find out how
people neighbor. Do they visit
across town or .just within their
own neighborhood, she asks.
One student noted he had
some trouble interviewing
community members. William
Johnson, a graduate student ~

remarked, "Older people are a
lot harder to interview than
younger ones." He said that out
of 15-20 attempts he was able to
question only six people.
Dr. Kaufman says he believes Ellensburg is becoming more and
more urbanized and listed
reasons why:

Field studies offered
in natural history
by Larry Aldrich

staff writer
Field studies of Pacific
Northwest natural history will
be offered again this summer by
Cent ral's department of
biological sciences.
Under the beading of
''Biological Field
Experience"--Bio. Sci. 490, two
interdisciplhtary courses will be

David Kaufman

Features eight soloists

New York dancers
schedules ·program

Strike
Up a Fan
Time,...

The First .Chamber Dance
Company of New York,
featuring eight soloists from
prominent American ballet
companies, will present an
evening program Wednesday,
March
29,
in McConnell
Auditorium.
Under the sponsorship of the
Pacific Northwest Ballet
Association (PNBA) of Seattle,
the dance troupe is taking up its
second residency in the
Northwest in two years. ·
The program, jointly
sponsored by the departments of
music and physical education,
will begin at 8:15 p.m. Student admission is tentatively set a $1
with ASC card and · $2.50
'w ithout.
The New York company is
now in its tenth performing
year. In that time, it has
produced 58 ballets, including
39 original works. Programs
presented by the company,
including several specially
commissioned works, have.
ranged from classical ballet to
modern, ethnic and other special
repertoire.
The original company was
formed by four experienced

"There's a trend toward
consumerism. There isn't so
much of ,the old 'striking up a
conversation with the store
keeper.' There'~- a trend toward
relating on a secondary level.
These are all things that I want
to explore with the tools of my
trade," he says.

soloists including Charles
Bennett, in an effort to' present a
more individualized and intimate
style of dance. They modeled
their programs on the "chamber
style" concept of string quartets.
The company expanded to eight
members in 1969, retaining the
"chamber style," and
characterized their performances
by the lack of lavish sets,
mechanical devices or scores of
"extras." Production emphasis
centers on choreography and
dancers.
Bennett, the director of the
comp)B¥.>? and his dancers have
performed in every major city in
the United States and Candada.
With their "chamber dance"
concept, they have made three
foreign tours, two on behalf of
the U.S. State Department,
including travel to Europe, the
Near and Far East, and to many
Asian countries.
The company's visit to the
Northwest marks -their first
performance since returning
from a three-month tour of 11
countries in Latin and South
America and a six-week tour of
Rumania, Yugoslavia and
Poland.

offered stressing undergraduate
research.
The first will be a four-credit
course in the Grand Coulee area
of eastern Washington from June
20-30. The second, for 12
credits, will take place in the
Cascade Mountains near Randle,
Wash., July 5 thru August 18.
Students-may enroll for either
one or both courses.
Each course is designed to
increase proficiency in such
techniques as field observation,
collection, identifying, and
preserving specimens.
Credits earned .in the program
may be used for the natural
sciences breadth requirements,
upper division credit, major and
minor programs in the biological
sciences, fifth year programs,
graduate programs and major
and min or programs in
geography.
Facilities for students include
three fully-equipped mobile
laboratories, reference materials,
field housing, and vans for
- transportation.
Each student will be required
to furnish a sleeping bag and air
mattress, if he desires one. Food
for the students and staff will be
catered.
The staff for the courses will
be made up of botanists,
ecologists , geographers,
paleontologists and zoologists
from Cent ral's faculty.
Tuition for the four~credit
course will be. $60, while the 12
credit course will cost $165. If
both courses are taken, tuition
will also be $165. Food and
incidentals _will cost about $35
per week.
Interested students may apply
by submitting a letter, including
age, year in school, general
academic background, and
general interest in the program
to either D. R Hosford or S. D.
Smith, department of biological
sciences.

I \NC 5
Enioy a session ·of-bowllng during
the following hours:

Monday--1 pm 'Iii 6:30 pm
Tuesday--3 pin 'Iii 6:30 pm
Wednesclay--1 pm 'Iii 6:30 pm
Thursday-1 pm 'Iii 6:30 pm
Friday--Noon 'Iii 6:30 pm
Saturday-1 pm 'Iii 111idnighl
S~11Klay--Noon 'Iii 11 :00 pm
(Cheaper Rates On Fri. and Sat. afternoons)

RODEO CITY LANES

WE HAVE A
"TEN-SPEED" ·
FOR YOU •••

AT GREAT
SAVINGS!
LOOK AT THIS BEAUTY . .

THE BIKE··THE BIKEI
IT FLAUNTS A BEAUTIFUL
AZTEC BRONZE COLOR, TEN
SPEEDS, UNDERSLUNG HANDLE
BARS, FRONT & REAR HAND
BRAKES, LIGHTWEIGHT FRAME
FOR SPEED AND EASE OF HANDLING
ALSO A $99.97 MODEL

RIDE OUR MINI -IUSDOWN
TO SEE lHEM FOR ONLY 25c

s79s1
10% DOWN WILL HOLD
UYAWAY NOW
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Hearing set for policy change
by Nicholas Gardner

staff writer
An open hearing has been
called by the Commission on
Student Rights (CSR) for
evaluation and feedback on a
proposed change of policy in
handling student records. The
heanng is set for Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the banquet room of the
SUB.
Since fall quarter, the CSR
has been preparing a new version
of policy for handling student
records at Central to protect
student records from invasion of
privacy.
The committee found that the
present policy is vague, has
loopholes and is inconsistant on
guidelines among record
departments. The new status of
the 18-year-old voter added
some impact, said Patty
Ambrose, CSR member.
The original policy, for
instance, considers the student
records as "property of the
College" and may therefore
disclose information to persons
when, in the " judgment .. (>f the
College," such disclosures are

"in the best interests of the
student, the College or . the
community."
Under the new policy there
are only two ways for a person
to see confidential material.
One, is by "express written
consent of the student." Second,
is by "judicial or legislative
subpoena" with, "prior approval
of the Attorney General's
Office" (Central's lawyer). Even
investigating agencies like the

FBI must now submit a subpoena which is not the case now.
Under the new policy, no
student record information
could be given - out over the
telephone, as allowed in the
original policy with "adequate
identification."
Also under the n.ew policy the
various departments have
uniform guidlines pertaining to
disclosures of confidential
material.

Non-confidential information
will be filled out by the student
at registration and will be the
only information released to
persons requesting it except
through the specified channels.
The purpose of the open
hearing is to hear critical
evaluation to the preliminary
draft o{ the proposed policy
change and to get feedback from
the'individual record offices.
Connie . Hobbs, a CSR

member, said, "the student has
more say over his files and the
policy is clearer."
Before ratification the policy
must meet the approval of the
students, the administration and
finally the Board of Trustees,
according to Ms. Hobbs.
Students are urged to pick up
a copy of the preliminary draft,
available in the ASC Office, and
study it before the open hearing,
·Ms. Ambrose said.
·

Faculty Senate tentatively accepts
by Janet Dugan

Committee to Study as faculty ·and student forums
Reorganization of College existing outside the legislative
structure, with their current
Governance.
The recommendations were responsibilities drastically
·
presented to the Senate as an changed.
•The abolition of the
interim report of the committee.
The Senate did not . formally President's C.ouncil.
adopt the committee's •The Faculty Council will gain
recommendations; it has · the jurisdiction over non-academic
option of reconsidering the matters.
Once again it's time to a one-or two-page essay issue.
The final recommendations of
prepare entries for the third explainirig the philosophy of
The recommendations the committee will be presented
annual CWSC Undergraduate their collection.
included the following:
for approval to the students,
Personal Library Contest. As
The entry blanks have all the •The e~tablishment of a faculty and Board of Trustees
before, first, second, and third information and can be picked unicameral legislative system, before they become policy.
prizes of $85, $30 and $30 up at Jerrol's or the Library the College Council, as the sole
In other .action, the Senate
respectively will be awarded to Reference Desk. Jerrol's Book and final policy-making body on considered the grading proposal,
the best general or specialized Store will contribute a $25 campus, subject only to the legal but no action was taken. A
book collections submitted to account for book purchase for authority of the President and special meeting of the Senate
the Bouillon Library office by the first-prize winner, two Board of Trustees.
· will be called to further debate,
April 7.
accounts of $10 each for the eThis council is to be and perl).aps vote, on the
If an employed student's 1971
two runners-up.
.
composed of 14 elected student proposal.
Faculty members, librarians
income was low enough that
The Friends of the Library representatlves~ 28 faculty
BAHA'I
there was no federal income tax and graduate students will act as will contribute a $60-cash-prize representatives; IO administrative .
"Lo, the Nightingale of
on it, and if he expects that judges. Contestants are asked to to the first-prize winner and $20 r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s , t w 0
there will be no tax on his 1972 submit ten books from their each to the two runners-up.
representatives - rrom the Paradise singeth upon the twigs
income, he can file a Form W-4E personal libraries (no
Last year a collection about · non-class~ied staff, and two of the tree of Eternity with holy
with his employer to ask that no textbooks), an annotated list of do 1p hins, another about representatives from Civil and sweet melodies proclaiming
to the sincere ones the glad
income tax be withheld from his 15 other titles in their butterflies, and a general Service.
collections, a list of ten books. collection took prize money in- •The Faculty Senate and the tidings of the nearness of God."
pay.
they would like to purchase and _ the contest.
ASC Legislature will be retained Baha'i firesides, call 925-1970.

staff writer
Meeting Wednesday, . the

Faculty Senate, accepted on a
provisional . basis,
recommendations made by the

Thi'rd library cc;>nt~st
·evaluates colfecti'ons

lncom·e tax .
exemptions

JERROL'S
OFFERS YOU
CASH ·FOR BOOKS
7 DAYS A WEEK
(Opel'.' from 8 am-10 pm)

'
925-9851 -
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Precinct caucuses meet Tuesday
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor
Registl!red voters now have an
opportunity to participate
directly in the selection of their
party's presidential nominee and
should exercise this right, says
Kenneth L. Smith, western
regional director of Common
Cause, a national citizen's lobby.
Those people who participate
in Democratic and Republican
Party Caucuses, scheduled next
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in all
Ellensburg precincts, may be
some of the same people who
make up the delegations for the
national conventions.
Delegates chosen
First of all, explains caucus
officials, the precinct caucuses
are held and delegates are
selected to represent their
precincts in their party's county
convention, to be held April 29.
At the county convention,
delegates are chosen for the state
conventions. Those delegates for
each party then meet in May at
the Republican and Democratic
Congressional district caucuses.
. There, delegates will b(}
chosen to represent Washington
in both of the national
conventions.
This system may be a
complicated one, but leaders
emphasize that all ground work
begins at the precinct level and
builds from there.
. "What occurs on March 7
Tuesday, effectively determines

everything that happens later," registered voter living in the
said one spokesman for the . precinct which he attends.
caucuses.
Most Central students are in
To participate in the precinct two, which covers all
upcoming precinct party th~ territory from the very south
caucuses, an individual must be a of campus up to and including

Walnut North Apartments: The
east boundary for precinct two
is B St., and the western
boundary falls along Walnut St.
Three per precinCts
According to Jerry Williams,

Here's how they woik
Republicans
Precinct

Precinct leader

Meeting place

Ellensburg 1
Ellensburg 2
Ellensburg 3
Ellensburg 4
Ellensburg 7
Ellensburg 10
Ellensburg 12

Linda Geddes
Jerry O'Hare
Dorothy Davies
Al Nuckolls
James Pettit.
Jan Kerri
Audrey F. Shreve

507 N. Ruby
1006 N. Alder
1104 Brookcourt
705 E. 5th~ No. · 3
506 w. 9th
E. Cherry Lane
102 S. Alder

Democrats
Precinct
Ellensburg 1
Ellensburg 2
Ellensburg &
Ellensburg 4
Ellensburg 5
Ellensburg 6
Ellensburg 7
Ellensburg 8
Ellensburg 9
Elle-nsburg 11

Precinct leader
Antoinette Hood
Colin D. Condit
Elwyn H. Odell
Hugh Colwell
Grace Lamprey
David Canzler
. William V. Dunning
· Leora Emerson
Betty Schuchman
Roger Hudson

Meeting place
204 N. Sampson
215 E. 9th
1008 E. 11th
707 E. 6th
403 S. Pine
807 B St.
808 w. 15th
209 S. Pearl
309 N. Walnut
706 Park Place

1

Republican county' ·chairman:
the Republican party precincts
in Ellensburg are allowed three
delegates to the convention per
precinct.
Then', at the county
convention,. Kittitas County is
allowed se¥en de\egates to the
Republican state convention and
hence, seven delegates to the
Republican Congressional
district caucuses.
The Democrats have quite a
different system, according to
Dorothea Vogt, Democratic
county chairman. Ms. Vogt said
the number of delegates each
precinct can have is designated
by the ratio of one delegate per
every 100 votes that .were cast
for Humphrey in that precinct in
1968.
Caucus location schedules for
both parties are illustrated on
this page. Anyone having
additional questions about
which precinct he or she lives in
is urged to contact the city.
clerk, county auditor, precinct
leader or party chairman
(Williams; phone number is
962-9185 and Ms. Vogt's
number is 67 4-2600).
One advertisement concerning
these precinct caucuses states,
"here's your chance to make the
system work for you."
Williams adds that everyone
sho11ld go tq their precinct
caucuses this year. "If they
don't conie, everything these
past four years have been for
nothing. And I mean nothing,"
he stressed.

Attacks governmental oppression.

Socialist candidate urges mass movements
by Virginia Olds
staff writer
If youth and enthusiasm
counted in the polling place,
Linda Jenness of the Socialist
Workers Party (SWP) could
·make a good race in the
wide-open presidential
sweepstakes.
Admittedly a darkhorse, Ms.
Jenness is one of the earlier
candidates who ~on her party's
nomination at the national
convention in Cleveland, Ohio,
last summer.
Campaign message
Ms. Jenness brought her
campaign message to Central last
week. It was a call to young
people, students, women,
Blacks, ang Chicanos to join a
mass movement "against
oppressive government control
over "our lives."

"American attitudes about
women, minority people,
students, prisoners, and the poor
must be changed," she told the
SUB Cafeteria audience.
She predicted change can
come only when people are
organized and united against
oppression. She cited the Attica
prison revolt, anti-war
demonstrations- and women's
fight to repeal abortion laws as
challenges to government
control.
.
"But when people challenge
the goverment's authority, the
government must smash you'
Ms. Jenness said, "just as Gov.
Rockefeller's police did at
Attica."
Mass movements must work
outside the two major parties
because both the Democratic
and Republican parties are for

TV RENTALS
lv Ellensburg Daily

TOSEAnLE
9:30 an> 2:15 pm
2:55 pm 7:50 pm
8:25 pm

TO SPOKANE
10:35 am 3 :00 pm
9:15 pm

TOYAIOaA

New 19" Black and white
Motorol.as at competitive
prices. · Available now
and for spring quarter.

9:30 am 11 :.40 am
3:35 pm ·

Call Buzz &
Audrey Wyant
80 J Ukanagon
Phone 925-1177

GO GREYHOUND

Jim's TV

925-6270
600 N. Main

the status"quo, the 31-year-old
candidate explained. She quoted
Eugene Debs, saying,
"Revolutions are made by
masses of people interested ih
bringing about change; people
who have a plan and will
organize and fight for it."
SWP plans
The Socialist Workers Party
have plans for a better life, Ms.
Jenness said, "instead of the
space program we'll have child
care centers, and instead of
bombs in Vietnam, we'll have
abortion clinics."
A planned, rational economy
based on humf!ri needs not profit
would be a basic element in a
Soci1;1list Workers admi,nistration,
Ms. Jenness said. Affirming her
belief in democracy, she said
"There can't be much
democracy when 2.2 per cent of

Americans control 87 per cent
of the wealth in the United
States and over half of the
wealth in the world."
Despite her youth, Ms.
Jenness is a realist. When asked
if she and her running mate,
20-year-old Andrew Pulley,
could win the election, she
answered, "we're not stupid."
But then, she added, "There
are 25 million new, young voters
today, and in our visits to
prisons, factories, hospitals, high ·
schools and colleges, about one
out of five young people say
they'!l vote for us."
Accompanying Ms. Jenness to
campus was Annie· Montague, a
1971 Central graduate; who is
running for secretary of state on
the Socialist Workers Party
- ticket.

Central is depository
for regional archives
Central has been designated as
a regional archival depository for
the collection of public records
and private historical papers for
an eight-county, central
Washington area.
Copies of public records from
the counties of Kittitas, Chelan,
Yakima, Okanogan, Grant,
Klickitat, Benton and Douglas
will be collected on a continuing ·
basis at the college.
Dr. Richard Waddle, dean of
library services, said that the
new desig:tcttion will enable the
college to provide a long-needed
service to the central Washington
public and to Central students.
The depository will be a
"working collection" of public
and r-ivate- records. efer

students and the public will be
greatly enha-nced by the
depository.

'Short on love
Lack of love can stunt a
child's growth, reports Dr.
Orville C. Green of Children's
Memorial Hospital, Chicago, in
the March Science Digest.
In several cases of
"deprivation dwarfism," where a
child had been mistreated by his
parents and he was abnormally
small for his age, tests showed
no secretion of growth hormone
from the pituitary gland.
Deficient growth is only one
of the defects caused by an
abnormal chil - arent
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U.S. -China alliance

unsettles Asia
by Virginia Olds
staff writer
· 'l'he . rapprochement : between the United States and Chi~a is good_
but the manner in which it was effected has been unsettling .m several
parts of the world and particula!lY in~utheast Asl~.;iccordmg to Dr.
. .
Usha Mahajani, professor of pohtical s~1enc~. .
Dr. Mahajani reviewed the current situation m Sout~east Asia ~n a
speech sponsored by the Central chapter of the American Chemical
Association.
Review
Events of the past eight months, since President Nixon ~nnounced
his trip to the Peoples Republic of China, led to a re-ahgnment of
alliances and affected the balance of power in Asia, Dr. Mahajani
said.
. · d h
At the beginning of last summer, India still mamtame . er
neutrality. However, Dr. Mahajani explained, India after appeallmg
to the United States to apply pressure on Paklstan to acheive a
political solution to the Pakistan-Banglade~h dis~ute, be~ame
.alarmed when she saw a United States-Chma-Pak1stan alhance
. create~.
.
.
.
Pakistan ha~ been ~ne of the first countries to recogmze the
Peoples Repubhc of Chm~.
..
.
.
A month after th~ Nixon v1~1t to Chma was an~ounced! India
broke her long-standmg neutrality and. made an alhance with the
Soviet Union. "It was only .when. India felt threatened and needed an
ally that she turned to the Soviet Union," Dr. Mahajani said.
The Soviet Union too was alarmed about the Pakistan-Indian
dispute because it didn't want a hostile Pakistan on its southern
border, $he added.

Dr: Mahajani quoted Ms. Gandhi of India as saying, "even a
non-aligned country must protect itself when threated by several
alliances." Dr. Mahajani explained that the Indian-Russian pact
might have prevented the war between Pakistan and India, but the
situation in Bangladesh worsened in August, 1971 and the first of 10
million refugees began pouring into India.
Anderson Papers
"We have since learned from the Anderson Papers that the Nixon
administration strongly favored Pakistan and cooled its relations
with India," Dr. Mahajani said. Also, at the time of the
announcement of President Nixon's trip to China, Sen. Williarr
Fulbright disclosed that the United States still was shipping arms to
Pakistan, which was threatening India, she added.
Dr. Mahajani deplored the cooling of American-Indian rehitinn.~
pointing to the long period of friendship betweeen the countries and
the gratitude of India for the financial aid (about $9 billion in loans ·
and grants since 1946) given by the United States to India. The aid
in foodstuffs had meant the difference between starvation and
survival, she said.
India's non-alignment policy was based, Dr. Mahajani said, on the
belief that the big powers would not threaten her because they had
their own cold war quarrels.
But now, the big powers of China and the United States had a
1r~~roc~ement and w~re allied with Pakistan, a hostile neighbor of
b<:>th India and the Soviet Union, she explained. ·

•

ASC has travel service
Do you want to travel . and
meet the world, but are short on
money and knowledge about
getting such things as visa
applications, passports or
information on jobs abroad?
Michael Leyden, director of
the Students Travel Information
Center, has all th~ information
needed in getting off the ground
for travel.
Leyden said, he felt there was
a need for the center on campus
because students do want to
travel but don't know ·what to
do about it. He has books

pamphlets and application
goodies in his .location in the
ASC office.
Students interested in finding
out more about where they
might be traveling this summer
can call Leyden at 963-3263 or
963-1225 or look for ·him in the
ASC office.
Leyden said the center gives
people information to explore
the different cultures and can
help individuals learn more
about themselves and their role
with others on this planet.

SERVE catalog ready
Students Engaged in Research
and Volunteer
E~perience
(SERVE) has released its ,
handbook of credited intern
fi Id experiences and volunteer
ie t T
',
op~~~~ ~es. which is an
ASC-s ons~red organization
was fo~nded this year for th~
purpose of providing channels
for constructive student
i n v 0 1v e m e n t t h r 0 u g h
experimental learning in research
projects and volunteer work.
The ASC/SERVE handbook,
according to Mike Boushey,
SERVE director, is a concise
statement of all field experiences
available in all the departments
on campus It identifies all the
agencies that SERVE works
through in supplying volunteers.

Five more pages of field
experiences are being added at
the end of this week, Boushey
added.
.
.
Any s~udent mterested m a~y
of the field programs offered m
the handbook s~ould contact
the SERVE office ~nd work
thro~gh it to obtam course
credit.
.
~ER~E, located m the ASC
office, ~s open from noon to ~
p.m. daily. Its phone number is
963-3446.
Handbo~ks are free and can
be . obtarned fr~m dorm
presidents, he~d residents, ~he
Placement office, ASC off~ce,
Student Development . office,
General Academic Advisement
offi~e, in the SUB and from the
Registrar ..

He also said he wants people
to get out into this "wide,
wonderful world of people,
places or things. Take a space in
time now and grab what might
be awaiting you in Hindu-Kush
in Afghanistan, the sound of the
kettle drums at carnival-time in
the Caribbean or a four-week
stint in a Melbourn, Australia jail
after being picked up in the
street, drunk."
For information on the
traveling that can be in store for
students, call Leyden in thtlfASC
office.

Student
honored

A Seattle student at Central
will be the first graduate of a
special b'usiness education
honors program which was
launched a year-and-a-half ago.
Greg Cox, 26, will be
graduated this month with a
bachelor's degree.
Under the business education
honors program, Cox has taken
on additional studies through
special seminars, readings and
outside-class activities.
Cox, who plans to teach at
the senior high school level, was ,
required to take added oral and
written examinations under the
honors system and to prepare a
special senior paper.
Cox claims he has "gotte!l a
lot more out of business
education training" because of
the honors progra1!1.

Veterans have provision to . pay tutors
Under provision of public law,
veteran-students may qualify for
a monthly stipend (not to
exceed $50 per month for a
maximum of nine months) to
pay for tutorial assistance.
The following procedure has
been recommended to insure
tutorial need and competenc~
under this program:
Instructors -in the respective

courses shall be responsible ·for
certifying need for tutorial
assistance of veteran-students in
their classes; certifying such
need through their respective
department chairman directed
to the Office of Veteran Affairs. .
Department chairmen shall be
responsible for certifying the
qualifications of students to
serve as tutors; such certification

to be directed to the Office of
Veterans Affairs.
The hourly rate for tutorial
assistance shall be no less than
$2 per hour. This rate can be
adjusted to agree with customary
college charges for tutorial
services.
Payment of fees are to be a
matter of agreement between
the veteran-student and the
student tutor.

IN THE

Shoe Sole

DOWNTOWN

Rugged, tough and truly funky ... that's the big
wedge sport! All stitched down in suede and
perfect with jeans. In
Beige, or
Bright Blue suede uppers, $14

l~ll~l~HS

T.M.
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ZONE-Head coach Dean Nicholson signals for his Wildcats to go into a zone
defense during the seasons final game Monday night which ended the college careers
of Eric Schooler, Bill Chatman, Gary Randall, Mike Polis and Brian Willison.
Chatman and Schooler led the 'Cats to a win over Portland State. (Photo by
Cottrell)

NOW HEAR THIS- Coach Dean Nicholson and Eric Schooler during Monday night's
gives instructions to Wildcats Ron Weber, game with Portland State. The advice
Rich Hanson, Gary Randall, Bill Chatman, paid off as the 'Cats won 87-85.

Cagers close with win
over Portland State Viks
by Elliott Grieve
managing editor

For Eric Schooler and Bill Chatman, it was a
helluva way to - say goodby. For Dean
Nicholson, it was a great way to end the season.
And for the r~cord, it was the Wildcats 87,
Portland State 85.
The victory, which gave Central a 17-9
record for the season, helped compensate the
'Cats failure to win a post-season trip to Kansas
City for the first time in eight years.
"It certainly was a satisfying way to end the
season," said a happy Nicholson. "The team
turned in just a great second-half effort."
Igniting the second-half comeback was the
departing senior duo of Schooler and Chatman,
along with some key rebounds by Rich Hansori
and Ron Weber, and a couple of great passes by
Gary Randall . .
Chatman, a pure shooter whose range is
equated with that of the missiles at Cape
Kennedy, closed his Central career with an
awesome display of long-range bombing.
The 6-2 guard from Seattle led both teams in
scoring with 29 points, hitting 14 of 21
attempts and completely overshadowed
Portland State's heralded Stoudamire brothers.
But it was Schooler, the four-year varsity
veteran, who scored the winning basket with
ten seconds left on the clock to pull out the
victory.
It was· by far, the Wildcats best effort of the
season.
Portland State was leading 66-57 with just
over 12 minutes left in the game, when the
locals caught fire and outscored , the vaunted
Vikings 18-2 in a six-minute fury.
Still, the Wildcats tried to give the game
away in the closing minutes with a series of
turnovers-a problem which has plagued them
all year.

what a fantastic record Mcholson and Central
have compiled in the last seven years.
.
Monday night's game a~ proved something
else. It proved the Central fans are sti11 the best
in the Northwest win or lose.
Nicholson loses five seniors from this year's
squad; Schooler, Chatman, Randall, Mike Polis
and Bryan Willison.
Back next year will be Hanson, Weber, Bill
Eldred, Bill Henniger, John Basich, and Tim
Roloff.
Eastern Washington and Western tangle
S~turday night in Cheney in the first game of
the district playoffs for ' right to Kansas City.
No matter who wins, they will have a hell of
an act to follow.

'Kittens finish
with 7-3 mark
The Central women's
basketball team completed their
season play last Saturday
defeating the University of
Washington 61-45, and losing to
Western Washington State,
52-28.
The team ended its season
with a 7-3 record. Two of their
lOsses were to WWSC and the
other to EWSC. The team
defeated Pacific Lutheran
University, Seattle Pacific
College, Washington State
University, Simon Fraser,
Eastern Washington State
College and UW.
The team traveled to the ·
University of Idaho, yesterday
to compete in the . Women's
N o r t h w e s t B a s k e t b a 11
Tournament. There are 16
colleges attending the. three-day
tournament, and Central is t~
number three seed, ranked
behind Western, number one,
and WSU number two.
Central plays Oregon State
University, EWSC, and UI. If the
team, coached by Patricia Lacey,
wins all of their games they will
play WWSC.

It took a great rebound by ·Weber off a
missed free throw attempt by Schooler with 22
seconds left to set up the winning hoop.
Last Saturday, the 'Cats turned over a 81-68
loss to Simon Fraser. Central ~ommitted 26
turnovers against the Canadians.
So it ends another year of basketball at
Central. It seems strange not to be in the
playoffs or looking forward to Kansas City.
But all things must end and maybe staying
ho~e this season ~ll make us appre~c'"'."i~at~e~J~
·u~s~t_·_ _~~~-~...,,,,~~~~~~~~~~~~

Matmen eyeing
National ·tourney
by Bill Irving
sports writer

Central's wrestling team lost
to the University of Washington
36-7 on Feb. 23 and Portland
State 30-9 last Friday, and now
owns a 5-9 season record.
Against UW, the 'Cats won
only two matches. Kit Shaw, at
126 pounds, decisioned Scott
Cahoon 16-2 and Craig Skeesick
( 134-pound NAIA national
champ) blanked Mike Kondo
6-0.
In the Rose City, Central won
two contests and drew in
another. Skeesick roared on to
another victory with a 13-2
decision, 190-pounder Tom
Omli eked out a 3-2 win, and
177-pounder Ray Blondin
managed a 2-2 draw.
Grappling mentor Eric
Beardsley said, "We really didn't
do too badly" against the
Huskies.
He summarized a number of
wrestlers "made some little
mistakes that made the
difference." He hoped his
chargers could win 'five
matches-they won two but
several others were close
decisions.
Beardsley added that ."Shaw
looked real good," as did
Skeesick. Even· though Blondin
lost, Beardsley thought he
wrestled a "good match,"
considering his opponent is a
second team mid-season,
All-America pick.
Against Portland State his
grapplers "started out ·badly,"
said Beardsley. Wayne Schutte
(118) was pinned and "Shaw

didn't wrestle well at all" due
partly to a pulled muscle in his
rib cage, explained Beardsley.
"Craig wrestled well again"
and 142-pounder Greg Gowens,
who is "coming along," did a
real good job losing to a tough
opponent, said Beardsley.
Beardsley also said, "Blondin
looked good, Omili really look
good" and heavyweight Dave
Smith "looked good," losing to
a place-winner in the NCAA
Championships.
With those two lopsided losses
and a not-too-flattering win-loss
record, a person might tend to
believe the wrestling will be
sitting out any post-season
action.
Don't · believe it. NAIA
nationals are in Klamath Falls,
Ore., March 9-11 and the
Wildcats will be there to defend
their national crown.
Beardsley is planning to take a
full team, including Schutte
(118), .Shaw (126), Skees.ick
(134), Gowens (142), Ben
Hayden (150), Jim Adams
(158), Dave Bossert (167),
Blondin (177), Omli (190), and
Smith at heavyweight.
-Of these 10, "Six or seven
kids could place," according to
Beardsley._He believes his team's
chances "rely a lot on Skeesick,
Omli, Smith, and the two
freshmen (Shaw and Gowens)."
All five have impressive dual
meet marks. Skeesick is 7-1,
Omli 8-3-2,· Smith 7-3-1, Shaw
7-3, and Gowens 8-4-1.
Central currently , is ranked
number two in the NAIA
standings, mostly because,
Beardsley feels, "We're. a good
tournament team."
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12 lettermen back

Baseballers solid title'. contenders

letterman Bob Keeley and
by Roger Underwood
college transfers and frosh
freshman Jim Merrill of
sports editor
prospects have been doing a lot
Kennewick are battling it out for
Although a glance out the more than just thinking about it.
Gantar's spot while letterman
window the past few days would
Although workouts have been
John Duncan battles with
remind one of winter, the fact .is, confined, for the most part, to
transfer Gary Fisher of Big Bend
it's March, and that means it's the field house, Frederick has
Community College and
time to start thinking about had a chance to get a pretty
freshman Pat Fagan for the hot
baseball again.
good look at his prospects and
corner.
Actually, Coach Gary · he likes what he sees.
Baseball experts have argued
Frederick, 12 returning
Among the retUrning
for many years · on the
lettermen and a host of junior lettermen are Bob Utecht, a·
importance of pitching in the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . senior who led the Wildcats in
, game, and estimates have ranged
hitting last year when he took
·Oit.hs .t{.
from 75 per cent to 90 per cent.
over first base, · aside · from
If those guesses are anywhere
occasional pitching duties, to
close, and I'd say that
perk up a somewhat anemic
· somewhere in between would
Paying Too Much For offensive attack . with four
be, Coach Frederick is in good
homers and 18 RBis in addition
shape.
Prescript ions?
to his 23 hits.
Dave Heaverlo and Greg
"Bob's a good hitter with
Schulte, the two ace starters last
power, and although he's an
year, are both back, but
Try Us For Better
average fielder, he's working
Frederick indicated the need for
hard on that too," commented
a third starter this year as a
Prices
Frederick.
"'
Gary Frederick
Jerry Thut is back at second infield looks great with both result of. the new scheduling
base where he stroked the ball at Utecht and Thaut back, the left setup.
This season, each team will
a .307 clip last season, but the side is a question mark.
outfield is where the 'Cats are Frederick is quick to point out . play three conference games a
We Guarantee It!
really strong.
that it won't be easy to replace week instead of two. A single
Jim Kalian, Mike Polis and players like Bill Adkison and game will be played on Friday
and two-seven inning contests
Jim Thompson are all returning · Mark Gantar.
lettermen, and will be joined by
Adkison, who signed with the will take place on Saturdays.
newcomers R.J. Williams from San Francisco Giants after
As a result, Frederick is
Yakima Valley College, Jim completing his career here, figuring on Don Ward, a
Vandersys from the University ripped the ball at a .360 pace, sophomore tr an sf er from
of Puget Sound, and Mike Deller belting six homers and 20 RBis Olympic Community College, to
from Everett Community to ·lead the club in the latter two take the third spot behind
College.
categories.
Heaverlo and Schulte. Ward
Williams and Varidersys will
Adkison was ''Mr. racked up an impressive 13-4
add speed and power to the Everything" for the Wildcats, record while throwing for
4th and Pine
. ._
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _925.53.14
_ _ _· ·_ Wildcat gardening squad.
being named All Conference, All Olympic and the _Bremerton
Although the right side of tJ:ie District, All Pacific Coast and semi-pro club over the summer.
Heaverlo and Schulte are both
All Pacific Coast Tournament as
well as being tabbed both team three-year lettermen and are
inspirational and team captain tough. Heaverlo finished at 8-4
. by his teammates. He was also last year with a 2.18 ERA, and
an excellent defensive third earned All Conference, All
baseman.
District and All Pacific Coast
Gantar, the shortstop, batted Tournament laurels.
.347 with 10 RBis to give the
Schulte pitched extremely
'Cats a super-potent left side.
well last season, despite a so-so
The two jobs appear to be up four win, four loss record. His
for grabs this· year. Senior 1.64 ERA indicates that he must
letterman Gil Hiles, junior have been in some tough-luckers.

STUDENTS.

---------------------------t
LADY WRANGLERS

One never knows what
freshman or '71 jayvee prospect
might turn into a mainstay.
"We have the best all-around
group of freshman ever," says
Frederick. "They could field an
infield that would be
competitive in the conference."
So that's how the Wildcats
stack up, but what about their
competition?
"The race will be really tough ·
this year" predicts Frederick.
"OCE (Oregon college of
Education) has everything back"
and he tabbed the Wolves as the
team to beat. They even have a
former Central pitcher, Chuck
Dillin, throwing for them.
Frederick emphasized the
importance of the early season
games because of the new
district setup. This year, the two
top teams in the district with the
best overall records will meet in
the playoffs.
"We've got to win at least
four or five of our first nine
games, or we ·could slit our
throats real quick," he said.
The 'Cats will get the acid test
quickly as they must face such
competition as the University of
Washington, Washington State
and Idaho in March.
Frederick summed up his club
by saying "Overall, we could be
stronger than last year. We've
got five long ball hitters,
experienced pitching, and guys
like R.J. Williams will give us
good speed. Defense is a
question."
The defending EvCo and
District 1 champs open their
slate with a toughie. They host
the Huskies from Seattle March
20 for a single nine-inning
contest at 2 p.m.
So that's the baseball package
that Gary Frederick and Central
will be offering. Just what the
package will provide is yet to
come.

Scholarship funds provided
to membership in the Century
by Dave Walker
Club, which has 25 members
ad manager
The athletic scholarship fund presently, according to Adrian
received a boost to the tune of . Beamer, director of athletics at
$175.30 donated jointly by The Central.
· The Century Club members
Tav and Beefeaters.
This donation was the result enjoy certain privileges,
of an "Athletic Scholarship induding free season tickets,
Day" Feb 2, promoted by Larry reserved seats, and parking at
Sharp and Jack Leinback, football and basketball home
owners of the contributing games. Beamer explained further
that the Tav-Beefeaters
businesses.
promotion
"was not instigated
These donations entitle them
by the athletics department."
Aithough Beamer also added
that he and members of the
athletic staff attempt to
-encourage local businessmen to
join Century Club, their time to
do so is severely limited because
.of coaching, teaching and

Mills Saddle 'N Togs
The Shop With THE HORSE In The Door

4TH & Main

962•2312

SPECIAL

3rd & Pine
Downtown

Monday-Wednes~ay
NEXT WEEK

SEABURGERS
(WITHOUT FRIES)

reg.39'ea.

SAVE&•

33

ti:

Each

recruiting new athletes.
However, the money available
in the fund goes only to students
who can prove '~financial need"
which is determined by the
national College Scholarship
Service (CSS) in Berkeley.
The Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce was approached
directly by Beamer for support,
but he inferred that they do not
give the athletic fund any
priority over other programs at
Central.
- One
point
Beamer
emphasized
1
is that athletes are often giving
up job opportunities to "turn
out , " and if colleges and
students want strong programs,
they should provide financial
help to offset this sacrifice.

FREE PICK-UP &
DELIVERY SERVICE

Friendly, Courteous Service
WaterproOftng • Leather Goods • Hats
Knits • Piiiows • Reweaving • Moth Proofing
Repairs • Drapery Cleanlng
CUAN ONLY SERVICE (ly The Pound)
(Spotting Included)

ED~S CLEANERS
301 -N. Pine

925-1688

Cindermen aim to
recover EvCo title
by Jon Owen
sports writer
The Central track team finds
itself in a position to which they
are not accustomed as they
prepare for the upcoming
season. For the first time in
eight years, they are not
defending Evergreen Conference
champions.
The Wildcats .were dethroned
last year by powerful Oregon
·college of Education.
This year under Tom
Lionvale, interim -coach, the
Wildcats have many top
individuals returning, as Central
tries to regain the championship ..
Lionvale said, "I feel
cautiously optimistic about
some of our individuals and I am
just as cautious about our team's
chances. It is going to be a thin
team for us in many events. We
don't have depth after our good
individuals."
Top -prospects include Steve
Slavens and Jack Weber in the
sprints. Slavens ran a 9.6 in the
100 sprint last year.
In the 440 sprint, Central will
have Dave Swisher and Dave
Walker returning and a transfer
Bob Knies. Walker ran 47.5 last
year and Knies is last year's
Washington Community College
champion in this event.
In the hurdles, prospects
include John Mobray and Steve
Berg in the highs and Mike
Behrbaum in the intermediates.
Vince Konigsberger should be
the Wildcats top half miler.
Konigsberger ran a 1: 54 last year
as a sophomore before he broke
his feet.
Middle distance runners
include Terry Rice, Lloyd
Janson, and Paul Slichter. Rich
should be a mainstay in the mile.
In the steeplechase, seniors Al
Wells and Larry Oberhotzer will
lead the way. According to
Lionvale, both are in very good
shape and have to be because the
steeplechase is a mankiller.
Bob Fiorito and Darryl
Hanberg will more than hold
their own this spring in the three
and six mile runs.
In the walk it will be Dick
Moody, a senior.
Pole vaulters will be Ray
Payne, Ray Spore, and Dave
Morris.
.Bill Harsh, Lou Abberger, and
Brian Miles will throw the
discus. Harsh and Abberger also
will go in the shot and Miles in
the hammer. Harsh should be
the number one man in both the
shot and discus.
Scott Pulley and Fred
Darlington will return to the
throw the javelin.
Coach Lionvale said that he
doesn't want to talk about the
high jump.
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MIA news

Mat finals ·slated
.

.

by ChrisBoushey
in the 50 and 100 freestyle, and
through in the second and third
sports writer
Barry Stevens in the 100.
positions, will help determine
With MIA swimming and Individual Medley and the 50
our team strength."
Lionvale concluded, "many of handball tourney ending last week butterfly (where he set a new
Mail! competitors in the long
our
individuals will have the and basketball and wrestling . record of 25:9 seconds beating
jump will be · Dave Wa!ker and
happiest
spring of. their lives. I'm tourneys slated for next week, the old record by two and
Larry Olsen. Lionvale said that
referring
to their performances Nicholson Pavilion has been one-half seconds) were double
Walker, from Scotland, .will
winners.
in
track
and
field. As far as our getting a good workout.
specialize in the long jump this
Mark Morrill and Denny
Brad Brown also broke a
team goes, it is hard to say.;,
year. Walker wants to represent
Wallace won the handball record in the 200 freestyle with
Britain at the Olympic -Games of - Central opens its season
tourney defeating the Primo a time -of 2:12.5, beating the old
1972 in Mu_nich and is pointing March 11 at the Washington Warriors.
record of 2:17.3.
State University indoor meet in
his training towards July and
In swimming, it was the team
The relay tea·m winners were
· Pullman. Their first outdoor
August.
compeitions will be March 18 at of Doug Gill, Brad Brown, Tim Friends 'in the 100 medley relay
Lionvale also stated "We have the University of Washington Egan, John Buckingham, Ed and Geritol Jets in the 100
a lot . of other fellows not Invitational in Seattle and the - Sauriol, and Mark Lee, freestyle relay.
mentioned, who, if they come. Whitman relays in Walla Walla .. representing Sparks Hall that
The wrestling finals are slated
won the tourney. Sparks was for Monday night under the
followed by Friends in second, floodlights in the pavilion.
and Primo Warriors in third.
Starting time is 8 p.m.
Individual winners were; 50
Basketball finals are also
backstroke, Jim Judd (Primo slated for next wee~ Wednesday
Central's JV basketball team
Coach Sorenson commented Warriors); 50 breastroke, Larry and Thursday.
finished their season with a 6-12 that "all of those five have Gottas (Friskies), 100
Last year's winners of the
mark and· have five varsity possibilities of playing varsity backstroke, Richard Wallick championship, B.S.U., who
prospects for next _ year, basketball" next year, with (Friends); and Mark Lee in the compiled a 13-0 record, are 8-0
according to Coach Stan Henderson and Prescott having 100 breaststroke (Sparks)."
this year with one game
Sorenson.
the best game statistics.
Dave. Hopkes (Primo Warriors) remaining.
Sorenson indicated that
Ray Henderson, sophomore
from Ketchikan, Alaska led the despite a seven-game losing
Wildkittens in points per game streak early in the year, his club
with a 14.8 average. Next were "showed considerable
sophomores Jerry Prescott, improvement toward the end of
Spokane, who averaged 12.5 and the season."
He was "slightly
Kirk Stiltner, Sunnyside, hit for
disappointed" in their. season
9.6 game.
Sophomores Rod · Jeske, record but was encouraged that
Ellensburg, bucketed 9.5 and his squad came back and
Mark Korsmo, Tacoma, 7 .5· "played better than .500 ball" in
the seond half of the season.
points a game.
According to Sorensnn,
Prescott was the leading "collective and individual
rebounder, highest percentage improvement" as well as "better
shooter from the floor and free team ball" . were the keys to the
throw line for the JV' s.
junior varsity's improvement.
Craig Jones and Tim Gugolmo
will triple jump and ·both also
may complete in the long jump.

Jayvees improve

-

Chessmen visit pen
by K ipy Poyser
Ellensburg Chess Club
On Feb. 24, the Ellensburg
Chess Club ventured into the
wilds of southeastern
Washington for a match with
Whitman College and the state
prison at Walla Walla. Dan
Vailey, brother of the computer
wizard Bruce Bailey, arranged
the college match and Alan Miles
set us up for an evening in the
pen.
Whitman made an impressive
show in the first round, winning
on three of the five boards, but
as chance would have it, lost
(our of five in the second. The
Bailey-Poyser game adjouned
indefinitely.
Chris Goodney and Gary
Younker recovered lost honor
by winning both their second
games.

5:30, there was time only for a
hasty
Dairy Queen
pseudo-burger before the prison
match at 6. Since a sit-down
strike last year, the prison has
adopted a facade of liberality.
Judging by printed slogans, .
relative freedom within the
walls, and the general · freaky
appearance of the inmates, it
might have been a particularly
grim campus.
·
We played the members of a
Walla Walla Family Group, "a
relatively new establishment
whose people h.ave come
together to resolve kindred
·
social problems."
Their best player had regained
his freedom, but Mark Cook
adequately filled in, teaching
Dave Collyear the virtue of
humility on two of four
occasions.

We left the land of clanging
Finishing the college m.atch at · doors at 8 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR
10 Ceoters Every day 5•6 :30
At The

PIZZA PLACE
F.r:ea deUve

FLASHES OF COLOR
Juniors groove on the vibrance of color swatches, all spun
'round a perky pantcoat of casual canvas. Planned to wear
everywhere, in every weather, it's ZePel® treated to laugh at
rain and stains, and washable for minimum maintenance. For
juniors only, in monochromatic hues of Lavender or Rust
sizes 5-15,
$3~.oo_
I
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Campus flick blends
work with pleasure_
"Any Wednesday," a bouncy
Technicolor blend of infidelity,
taxes, corporate bookkeeping,
love married and illicit, triangles
and divorces, will play tonight
and tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in
McConnell. Admission is 75
cents with ASC card. It stars
Jason Robards, . Jane Fonda,
Dean Jones and Rosemary
Murphy, based on the long-run
stage success by Muriel Resnik.
The story of "Any
Wednesday" concerns a married
corporation executive, played by
Robards, who keeps a lovely
mistress, portrayed by Jane
Fonda, in an "executive suite"
apartment for which his
corporation pays the rent.
Eventually, an aggressive
youngster with a business grudge
to settle, played by Dean Jones,

uncovers the secret arrangement,
and so does the wife of the
faithless executive, portrayed by
Rosemary Murphy. What had
been a cozy duo becomes a
troublesome triangle and a
marital mess, laced with laughter
throughout.
Jane Fonda imparts a sweet
quality to the character of ;he
romantic but vulnerable young
mistress in "Any Wednesday." ,
Jason Robards brings to the
part of the agressive corporation
head the enormous competence
and flair which have won the
acting profession's respects.
Dean Jones plays the aspiring
youth who falls in love with the
mistress despite her romantic
attachment to the · older
J>usinessma n.

Drug fields watched
by satellite in spring
by Pete Delauney
editor in chief
1

Marijuana and opium-poppy
fields are soon to be detected by
an earth resources satellite
scheduled for launch this spring.
According to the Associated
Press, the satellite will be
capable of detecting marijuana
or poppy fields from 100 miles
up.
"Three large fields of
marijuana will be grown for the
test," said dept. of agriculture
spokesman Robert Miller,
"simulating different soils and
climates of the world."
The fields will be located in
Texas, Florida, and Arizona. The
spokesman refused to give
specific locations in the three
states.
The object of the one-year
project, using a two-milliondollar government allocation by
the justice department's Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, is to determine the
"signature" of the marijuana
plant.
The signature is the pattern
by which a plant reflects heat
and light during various phases
of growth and under different
soil and climate conditions.
"Even with the established
signatures we won't be able to

detect relatively small crops of
marijuana," Miller said. "But we
should be able to spot the larger
growths."
·
Miller says that the project
may involve the signature and
determination of the opium
poppy, which is the source of
such drugs as morphine, cocaine,
and heroine.
Upon further investigation by
the Associated Press (AP),
however, both the department
of agriculture and the justice
department deny any knowledge
of Sl;lch an experiment and
declare the earlier AP story
invalid.
"We do not have any program
to use satellites to spot
marijuana, nor are we spending
$2 million to detect marijuana,"
said a justice dept. spokesman
who wished his name withheld.
The department of agriculture
said, "We do not have a remote
sensing program to search for
marijuana in the United States
and we never did!"
In an attempt to find the
original source, AP found a brick
wall of secrecy waiting. Dr.
Robert Miller, according to his
Washington, D.C, dept. of
agriculture office, is somewhere
in Arizona with no available
phone and is expected to fly
back any day.

Mitch gives Blanche a good shake up in "A~
Streetcar Named Desire" playing through
Saturday at 8 p.m. Admission is free, and one
1

must go early to get a seat in the cramped
Threepenny Playhouse, Barge.

(photo by Jay)

'Streetcar'
-cast holds
.
audiences spellbound
.

'by Becki Holland
feature editor
New Orleans. Where the living is as elusive as eigar smoke and just
·
as apt to slip between your fingers.
The lusty, dusty atmosphere portrayed in Tennessee William's "A
Streetcar Named Desire" permeated Central's audience in the
intimate interiors of Threepenny Playhouse last weekend.
· "A Streetcar Named Desire" already has gained recognition as the
hottest play of the year. Proof of this title bears witness to the SRO
standing-room condition only-of the theatre since opening night.
When Stan wields his beer-drenched frame on stage, greeting "Hi
ya, Blanch~," and when wretched, Neurotic Blanche (Cid
Hernandez) careens through love affairs, spilling them like her
liquor; Williams' heady ingredients are all there.
.The new faces were refreshing to watch. Kim Bennett played the
"beastly, desirous, sub-human" brother-in-law, ·Stan Kowalski. '
Violent Stan may have had his moods, but he is the only stable soul
in his wife's life (Jan Starnes), later succumbing to Blanche's tactics.
The rows. between Bennett and Ms. Hernandez are superb. The·
plot unreels when the~ screech to each other about their
personalities.
Blanche escapes from lier parents' decaying home, risking her
cultured past to become the town character.
The attempt to hide her past even bluffs the audience.
.Blanche ultimately "chooses the opposite of death-desire." At the
chmax of the play, Blanche reveals in a drunken stupor .. I don't
want realism, I want magic."
'
The unabashed downfall of Blanche is uncomfortable to watch.
Ms. Hernandez was more convincing. as the prim Blanche before her
~on
.
~he progression to insanity is delicately played yet exaggerated,
which may have been advantageous to the harsh depressing end
Oscar Cady was miscast as "momma's boy." He was more-at home
~ a mature actor and gave his best performance when he quarreled
with Blanche.
·
The cast retained their vitality throughout the play, directed by
Pat Romanov and Cassandra Firman, assistant director. They
decided the realism should be potent and merciless, remaining true
to William's original script.
•
The obscene happiness of The Couple Upstairs, played by Sue
Save and Mike Neville is hilarious. Their performance lends a light
side to the tragic drama of "Streetcar."
All the action takes place in the Kowalski's apartment, with three
main pieces of 1947 attic furniture. It is effective as the humble
home Blanche resents, -and in which Stan rebels against when he
beats Stella.
Th~ infamous fist fight over the poker table is convincing,
especially Bennett's role as the forgiving drunk.
.
"A Streetcar Named Desire" holds the audience spellbound. It
contains the desirable and unattainable despite the disgustingly real
portrayals of Southern city people.
And without the exceptional cast and direction at Central
"Streetcar" would haye been just another close attempt.
'

THE 5TH QUARTER
~

.

$3395

tJu,.,,,•.re11111.11t1
UTTERFIELD CHEVROLET
1008 Canyon Rd. ,

925-1459.

5 50

GALLONS- 1
(to go)."

PIZZA MIA
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Indian art exhibit

supporl McGovern
Students
begins here in April
The exhibit is planned as a
A contemporary Indian Art
Exhibit, expected to be one of collection of high quality works
the top three of its kind in the to attempt to destroy the myth
nation, will begin a four-month that Indian artists always paint
. Northwest tour at Central in in the flat style of the Sante Fe
· school, according to the
early April.
Work by well-known Western coordinator, Alex Kuo. It also is
Indian artists will be included in designed to demonstrate that
the exhibit to be sponsored by much contemporary Indian art is
the Ellensburg college.
involved in photography, films,
Approximately 60 pieces of
pop-art
and abstracts.
art work of all media and styles
will be shown, according to Alex
After stops in 14
Kuo, director of Central's Ethnic communities, the exhibit will be
Studies and the art exhibit returned to campus for another
coodinator.
five-day showing which will be
Opening April 8, the first part of a campus · American
showing of the exhibit will Indian Theatre Arts Festival.
coincide With Indian Affairs
All showings of the exhibit
Week, sponsored by the Native
will be free to the public.
American Club.

Some 400 university and under-30-years-of-age voting
college student presidents and group, McGovern polls no more
campus newspaper editors across than 38 percent-identical to
the nation have declared their , President Nixon's support
support for South Dakota among young people.
Democratic presidential hopeful,
He scored a minor victory
two weeks ago, however, with
Senator George McGovern.
in
McGovern is "the man who is Mass Caucus, '72, a
most responsive to the needs and Massachusetts' group of antiwar
wishes of the people," according liberals. McGovern placed first in
to a statement released by the the ballotings with 1134 votes,
followed by New York
400 supporters.
Mc Gover n-f or-·P resident Representative Shirley Chisholm
groups are now in operation on with 419 votes, and former
more than 900 college and high Senator Eugene McCarthy with
school campuses, including 236 votes.
Central.
McCarthy, who leads
However, a recent Harris McGovern in the Harris Survey
Survey reports that among the for rank and file Democrats with · PROFESSIONAL TYPIST wants
work
at
home. Accurate,
neat and prompt Competi tive prices. - Coll CARLEEN
925-4763

Ecumenical perspectives

·-

'Modest recount'
by Rev. Phil Hanni
Center for Campus Ministry

Shortly after the end ot World
War II, Albert Camus maintained
that the only manner in which
we could find life-styles that
make us neither victims nor
executioners involves an
acr,eptance of the poverty of
many of the . dominant values
and operational convictions that
environ Western man.
If a Frenchman at the end of
that war was convinced that it
was the natural- result of
weaknesses and abuses within
Western civilization, then what
of us as we consider the current
war in Indochina?
Are we now willing to agree
that any just extrication from
that debacle and genuine
possiblity of a future of integrity
involves a serious re-orientation
of our personal, communal and
national life styles? Are we
seriously prepared to give up the
comforts, luxuries and privileges
that come to us as by-products
that give others the grevious
social problem8 at home?
Persons largely concerned
with the many crises of the
environment are making the
same basic point when 'they
indicate
that,
while
the
standards of living increase, the
overall quality of life quite_
plausibly is declining!
Must reconsider
Just as Camus appeared
puzzled why the enormity of
World War II did not provoke
more Europeans to reconsider
the ideologies and values out of
which the holocaust arose, we
must now ask whether we
haven't also been calloused to
the many opportunities to
reconsider what alternatives, are
open to us.
For, is not that war in
Indochina the natural result of
the constellation of
committments to American
messianism, undiscerning
anti-communism, and a
counter-revolutionary foreign
policy?
If we have been misled by

these components of the
"American ethos," when are we
going to accept the reality of
their poverty and of the
necessity of mo:i:e _credible
replacements?
The press has not yet caused a
major grassroots appraisal of
what values and priorities are
adequate to nations that seek to
be
_ victims nor
_____ ......neither
: ____ ,..

Not too late
It is not too late to allow
recent events and processes to
provoke us to committments of
different persuasions.
For instance, the
announcement that Rep. William
R. Anderson (Tenn.), the former
commander of the atomic
submarine Nautilus will formally
nominate tlie Frs. Phillip and
Daniel Berrigan for the Nobel
Peace Prize: this should allow
for debate on the legitimacy of
civil disobedience; on the
necessary distinction between
loyalty to one's country and
loyalty to the current
government in power; and on
the. appropriateness of resisting
an undeclared war whose
purposes have never been
credible to an enormous portion
of the citizenry.
In like manner, the
announcement from the national
meeting of the U.S. Roman
Catholic bishops, that under
conditions of the Catholic "just
war theory," conscientious
objection to particular wars is
virtually the on1y credible
position that gives us ample
opportunity to question whether
a foreign policy hasn't played
into the hands of the forces of
injustice, causing us to press our
leaders to pursue a policy of
justice, not of mere balance of
powers and support of the status
quo.
The rather well-documented
analysis, that the current
"winding down of the Indochina
War" is being achieved by
actually expanding it through
the development of the
automated battlefield, prompts
the nation to question whether
growth in national integrity ·and
cohesion must be sacrificed for
some demonic equation between
technological · expansion-profit
increases and "the good."
Only recounting
This is just a modest
recounting of the fact that the
· public has not yet responded to
the' actions of many persons who
are seeking to undo the
ideological weaknesses that have
plunged us into Indochina.
One wonders why the
newspapers, the churches and
the classrooms of this nation
aren't filled with a passion for
providing an ethos that allows us
to be neither victims nor
executioners.
Perhaps that will come only
when those institutions accept
their responsiblity in
propagating the self-interests and
ideology that has made us both
.....:-:+..._,..
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1970
HONDA CL 350
Scrambler .
Low Mileage.
$600.00
925-4080.

~' ,

tf:J
~

. 1971 Hillcrest Mobile Home
12x60, all eledric, 2 bedrooms,
partly furnished.
Monthly payments less than
most apartment rents. Call
962-2972.

APPLICATIONS

(SUMME:R- FALL·~):

BEAUTIFUL SWEDE
FOR SALE

APPLY:

/

Qt\VE EVANS, ADV:.
ED lSON / RM. t06

1967 Volvo 1225 2-door
white with red interior Excellent
condition
$1375.
925-2528.
Brooklan~ Vil .
lage-F-4.

SPECIAL
SC·HOLARSHIP
OFFER.
CLASS OF 'µt ONlY.

r--------------,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.L

Scholarship Includes: 2-year

tuiti~n

I

... free! $100
monthly. Book allowance, lab fees, etc.

I '

How to qualify:
Just send in the coupon, or talk to the Professor of
Aerospace Studies on your.campus. (If you're class
of 7~, next year is your year.)

'" I

U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service
Directorate of Advertising (APV)
Randolph Air Force Bose
Texas 78148
Please send me more information on your 2-yeor scholarship
program.
Name .

Birth Dote _ _ _ _ __

Address
City

Sex
County

Present College

I
I

State

I

Zip

Future College

1
I

I understand there is no obligation.

FIND YOURSELF A SCHOLARSHIP
IN AIR FORCE ROTC. .

1
1I
I

2-NR-32

I
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New history classes open
by Glenna Moulthrop
staff writer

history of the armed forees. He
expects to cover 10 campaigns
of the war in 10 weeks.

To most college students,
World War II may be ancient
history. But to some, the
strategies and tactics behind WW
II will be re-enacted by two
professors in a military history
course this spring.
"The Military
History of
World War II," being offered for
the first time at Central will be
taught by Drs. Zoltan Kramar
and Raymond A. Smith.
Dr. Kramar describ~s this new
course as "very much a
nuts-and-bolts, bread-andbutter" study and not a military

JVashington history
Also offered for the first time
spring q ua.rter will be a
field-oriented Washington State
history course taught by Dr.
Burton J. Williams, Otto
Jakubek and Dee Eberhart.

In studying each campaign, he
and Dr. Smith will present
strategies of the opposing sides.
Dr. Kramer admits to a
fascination for studying war as a
means . of understand.ing
societies.
"The reason is this-if you
want · to understand an
individual, or a society, you
must meet that individual under
conditions of maximum stress."
War sets these stressful
conditions, said Dr. Kramar.
Enrollment in the course,

Slide show presents
river f /oat sensations
A slide presentation on the
"sounds and feelings" of the
Yakima River will be shown
next Wednesday and Thursday
in SUB 204.
. Speakers will be Mike McLeod
and Pat O'Hara who made
numerous floats down the · river
this winter (see the front page

designated as History 398, will
not be limitt,?d~

According to Dr.
chairman of the
department, emphasis
placed on community
and around Ellensburg.

Williams,
history
will be
study in

Students will divide into small
groups to gather information on
topics that interest them. These
topics, explained Dr. Williams,
may include studies on the
seating capacities of Ellensburg
churches, the city electrical
service, and empty houses.

"If it goes at all, it will be a
continuing project," said Dr.
Williams, who added that the
story on this in the · Feb. 11 history department eventually
would like to complete a study
edition of the Crier).
of all the smaller communities in
Wednesday, slides will be central Washington.
shown from 11 a.m. to noon and
The information gathered · by
then again from 1-2 p.m. students would be put into a
Thursday the presentation will data bank, computerized and
be from noon to 1 p.m. and made available to other research
from 1-2 p.m.
programs on campus, according
to Dr. Williams.
This course, designated as
History 398, will be offered
twice during spring quarter.
Students, Dr. Williams noted,
should register for either the
first or second of the five-week
sessions.
1

WE REPAIR VW's

All the panting in the world isn't going to get
"Vulcan" into the SUB. With the recent invasion
of dogs it has been announced that the "no
dogs in the SUB" policy is going to be even
more strictly enforced on a "mutual
cooperation" basis. (photo by Cottrell)

Bone picking results
from dogs in SUB
by Karen Sybouts
staff writer

He pointed out that the
information covered in
Washington State History 201
also will be included in this
field-orientated course which
meets teacher education
certification requirements.

A bone is being picked over
dogs. Several students have
submitted complaints to the
suggestion box about the dogs
being in the SUB.
Don Wise, associate dean and
director of Student Activities,
and assistant Bruce Roberts, a
junior, will be enforcing the law
More special topics
Other special topics to be that prohibits dogs in buildings
offered by the history where food is served.
Dean Wise suggests that
department spring quarter will
be "Ethiopia-East Africa," students should help keep the
taught by Dr. Paul LeRoy, who SUB a place "for neople where
traveled and studied in Ethiopia people can feel cc .nfortable."
We are prou6 that Central is,
last summer; "Revolution and
Socialism in Europe since in many ways, more libPral than
1789;" and "Science and most colleges, said Roberts.
. However, it seems that too many
Society."
Pre-registration will continue people abuse this right. We want
until March 10 in Mitchell Hall. to be proud of our SUB, too,

2nd and Main -- 925-2055

Marantz Model 2245
AM/FM Stereo· Receiver
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but not because it's the only
college in the state with dogs in
the lounge.
For first offense, a warning
note will be given to the master
of the dog found wandering
around the SUB. After the
second time the dog shows _up, it
will immediately be impounded
and the master notified.
Roberts said that he could
just put the dogs out himself,
but he doesn't _want to get bit.
Besides he has more important
things to do around the SUB
than chase dogs.
There are signs posted on the
doors of the SUB saying, "No
Dogs Allowed." Since dogs can't
read very well, their master
either should tie them outside
the SUB or keep them at home .
"All we want," said Roberts,
"is mutual co-operation."

Receivers and Speaker Systems:
MODEL

19

DESCRIPTION

RECEIV~R,

FM Stereo

2270

RECEIVER, AM/FM Stereo

2245

RECEIV,ER, AM/FM Stereo

2230

RECEIVER, AM/FM Stereo

2215

REC~IVER,

AM/FM Stereo

•

-- - - -

IMP.6 . SPEAKER SYSTEM
IMP.5

SPEAKER SYSTEM

IMP.4

SPEAKER SYSTEM .

Individual Components:
· MODEL

500

250

I

Mar~ntz

makes buying a quality stereo system easier.

Because Marantz has one professional "yardstick" of quality and
one professional "look" throughout the broadest price range.
Because Marantz ratings mean more to the knowledgable user.
Because Marantz offers the widest selection of stereo components
and receivers, including:

33
20
120
110
1200
1060
1030

I

DESCRIPTION

AMPLIFIER, Basic Stereo
AMPLIFIER, Basic Stereo
PREAMPLIFIER CONSOLE, Stereo
TUNER, FM Stereo
TUNER, AM/FM Stereo
TUNER, AM/FM Stereo
AMPLIFIER, Stereo Console
AMPLIFIER, Stereo Console
AMPLIFIER, Stereo Console

DEAN'SRADIO~oTELEV~IS~IO~N~417~~h~~~~~~
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Anthropology adds courses
by Glenna Moulthrop
staff writer,

A study of the characteristics
of language and of ·how man's
speech reflects the world around
him will be among anthropology
courses to be offered for the
first time this spring at Central. .
The course will be titled "Man
and Language."
Other new courses will be
''Field Methods in Cultural
Anthropology" and

"Environmental . Anthroplogy."
The field methods study, a
seminar course, will experiment
with field techniques such as
observations, interviews,
questionnaires, census,
genealogies and the use of
· interpreters.
Dr. Marco Bicchieri,
department chairman, pointed
out that many of the regularly
offered courses have been
restructured.
An example he mentioned is

Legislature tabled
IPAC appropriation
by Bob Nelson
staff wr,iter

doubled salaries would be an
incentive for ASC executives to
remain on campus, rather than
The ASC Legislature Monday leaving for other, more
night tabled a motion that might profitable employment.
well end Central's involve~ent
Administrative Vice President
Dave Larson called. Ellensburg's
in IPAC.
The legislature heard Alder Street parking proposal
criticisms of IPAC from ASC "discriminatory." Larson says
President Tom Dudley and the city's claim, that it is
President-elect Steve Harrison necessary because of 'snow
a n d E x e c u t i v e V i c e removal, is unrealistic. and places
President-elect Dan O'Leary. an unfair burden on students
H arr is o n . a n d 0 ' L ear y · living in the Student Village
commented that after traveling . Apts.
to Olympia, at,Dudley's request
The legislature voted
. to IP AC headquarters, IP AC unanimously to oppose the
officials atte,intped to credit proposal.
themselves with more than they
The legislature also moved
accomplished. The present that Dudley write a letter of
$387 .50 appropriation to IPAC appreciation to Gov. Dan Evans
came under much debate before. for the passage of the
it got tabled to the next meeting hitch-hiking bill.
Monday.
In other action, the legislature .
Monday night the new
· approved a motion that would legislature will hear a motion to
double the salaries of ASC fund $500 for a ballet
executives during the summer performance in McConnell
months. Dudley noted that the Auditorium next month.

the "Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology" course in which
students will examine four
different cultures during the first
part of spring quarter and then
will do anthropological field
studies.
Businessmen and specialists in
community development and
planning will be guests speakers
in the Small Towns Workshop
course to be taught by . Dr.
Clayton Denman.
The workshop will give
students an opportunity to focus
on those aspects of small towns
which most interest them,
including opportunities for field
research and future employment
in small towns and local
government.
Also to be offered are courses
in the "Ethnology of Africa,"
"Aboriginal American Indian
Cultures," "Culture and
Personality," "Non-Western
Economic and Political
Systems," "World Ethnology,"
"Field Methods to Archaeology"
and "Methods and Theories in
Physical Anthropology."
Additionally, the department
will offer numerous
introductory courses in general
anthropology, physical ,
anthropology, archaeology and
cultural anthropology.

paper . . . and 48 billion cans
every year.
Every year more than half a
million acres of U.S. farmland
are paved ov~r for highways,
airports, and cities.
Long-term damage
According to the Student
Association of Voters . for
Ecology (SAVE), a Zero
Population Growth chapter on·
campus, "Although there is
plenty of space in the United
States, the U.S. is overpopulated
in a very important way, in
terms of the long-term damage
we are doing to our
environment.
If Americans make as few
demands on the environment as
the average Indian, the U.S.
would not be overpopulated.
But-who is willing to give up his
car, house, washing machine and
dryer, and other conveniences?
The average American pollutes
twice as much as even the
average European."
Given current trends, the
population of the U.S. will
increase by 50 percent in the
next 35 years. The United States
must stabilize its population to
prevent further destruction of
the environment.

SAVE/ ASC is affiliated with
Zero Population Growth, Inc., a
The average American will nationwide organization working
have a much more destructive to stabilize the population of the
impact on his environment. He U.S. For further information
will contribute his share of 142 about SAVE's activities and
million tons of smoke and what you can do to help,
fumes . . . seven million junked · contact Tom Moser in the ASC
cars . . . 20 million tons of office, or call 963-3538.

Melvin Belli, top trial lawyer and author, will speak here
Wednesday, April 12, in McConnell Auditorium sponsored by ASC.
Helli's latest book The Law: Revolution, will be the topic.
Famed for his defense of Jack Ruby, the controversial and
unorthodox Belli has been receipient of six honorary doctorates and
has written books termed "legal classics" by other members of his
profession.
Admission is free with an ASC card.

DARREL'S AMERICAN
Home of the Tire King
Snowtire Removai-99•

. s162s pus
I excise
. . t ax

New VW T1res

All Size Radials Available

'Americans disable land
productivity' says student
This article was written by·
Tom M·aser, co-director of
SA VE, and edited by Bill Irving.
"I define as most seriously
overpopulated that nation whose
people, by virtue of their
numbers and activities, are most
rapidly decreasing the ability of
the land to support human life."
Writing in the January, 1970
issue of The New Republic
biologist · Wayne Davis
continued, "With our lar_ge
population, our affluence, and
our technological monstrosities,
the United States wins first place
by a substantial margin." · ·We use more
Computer studies recently
completed by MIT scientist Jay
W. Forrester supported this
view. According to Forrester,
the average American uses more
natural resources and creates
more pollution than 10 to 20
people in India; In terms of their
impact upon the environment,
the present 205 million
Americans are equivalent to two
to four billion Indians!
The average Indian spends his
day tilling the soil and gathering·
cow dung to cook his few cups
of rice. At the end of a year
he will have done little to
destroy the land on which he
lives.

Attorney to sp~ak

Foreign and American at Discount Prices

Recaps: All Sizes Only

$l395

INCLUDING excise tax and balancing

Double Belted Fiberglass, long life tries
(Amoco CXV70 Series-None better at any price)
Double Belted Fiberglass
WHITEWALLS

E70x14
F70x14
G70x14

Sale Price

28.45
29.60
30.75

F.E.T.

2.43 '
2.56
2.76

H70x14
F70x15

33.61
29.66

3.01 ·
2.69

G70x15
H70x15

30.82

2.82

33.69

3.05

Don't Get ATicket--Check With Darrel On The New Tire
,Laws.
Darrel's Guarantee: No Comparable Tire At lower Prices
ANYPLACE. All Tires Are Guaranteed To Your Satisfadion.
· (terms available)

Darrel's American
8th and Main
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Bledsoe to run for Congress
State House majority leader
Stu Bledsoe (R) told Ellensburg
Rotarians Wednesday he is
through in Olympia and if the
redistricting lines are drawn to
his "liking", he will run for
Congress.
Bledsoe made the statements
in answer to a question
following a summary of the
recent special session of the
legislature.
Bledsoe made no definition of
his "liking" but most election
watchers agree he is aiming for
· the Fourth Congressional seat
now held by Mike McCormack
(D-Richland).
Bledsoe said the recent
legislative session had three
goals and ''we handled two of
the three. We had to do
something about the economy
turndowrt, we had to do
something about confidence in
government, and we had to do
something about our tax
system. My assessment is we
get a 'good' on the first, item, a
'pass' on the second and we
'flunked' on the third-but we
came awfully close."
He pointed out state bond
issues to be on the ballot in the
fall can do something about the
economic
turn down
experienced in the state and
voting results will have "a
serious affect on our state for
the next 10-15 years. Some of
those issues will pass, others
may not but they can do a lot of
good (public works projects) for
communities like ours," the
veteran of eight years in
Olympia said.

the general voter "isn't being
heard very loudly in comparison to lobbying groups." He
said, "I supported the open
meetings and while not perfect
it is a vast improvement."
Turning to- tax reform,
Bledsoe said he wbuld join Gov.
Dan Evans and other legislators
in "listening" to the homefolks
in the next weeks to determine
whether there is a need to recall
the legislature to get a measure
passed for the voters next fall.
''We came close to a tax
change with a graduated income tax and elimination of the
inventory tax and B and 0 tax
with constitutional limits on
each tax, but it didn't happen."
He pointed to disagreement
between the GOP- controlled

control you have to have your
hands on the revenue handle.
"Yoll people told us
no
more taxes and we ended the
session spending only what
money we had, including giving
teachers a cost-of-living increase...
"Last fall the tax reform
measure was soundly rejected

STU BLEDSOE

portumty given him to serve
them in Olympia. "But that
seat's open now and, maybe,
· just. one of you may be interested in it. I'll be glad to tell
you about the task ... It's a lot
more confortable on your horse
inside your own fence, but
somebody's got to do the job."

Survival kits ready for pick up
a

The following students' parents have sent them "Finals Week
Survival Kit". Will all the students with last names. A thru L listed
below please pick up their survival kits on Wednesday at the
information booth in the SUB. All students with last names M thru
Z may pick up their baskets on Thursday.
The booth will be open both days from 10 a.m .. to 3 p.m. Please
present ASC cards for identification.
Aimone, Margaret
Allen, Jerry
Ask, Sharon
Baxter, Dean
Behnke, Ned
Bell, Linnea
Bennett, Melvin
Bennett, John
Blue, Joe
Bonnington, Cindy
Bonsall, Julee ~ay
Bressan, Linda Sue
Brown, Jerry W.
Brown, Linda Lee
Bruner, Lary
Bryant, David L.
Buckley, Bob
Burke, Danny & Renae

On the issue of confidence in
' .. .if lines right'
government he said he felt the
House and the Democratopen meetings-of committees . controlled Senate - on the
measures.
of the state legislature including
"One thing I've learned in
rules-made it more difficult to
eight years in government.
conduct business ("in some
Legislatures spend all the
instances") and put an added
money they have so to get some
responsibility on the press since

but problems are still there.
They (problems) may be more
acute now and the public is
possibly better informed ...
that's why we are listening
again."
Bledsoe said he wished to
thank the voters of this
legislative district (Grant and
Kittitas county) for the op-

Cantley, Timothy
Carl, Marc
Carrow, S. Michael
Cereghino, Jeffery
Chambers, Richard G.
Chase, Debi _
Clarke, Mickey
Coleman, Joyce· L.
Conrad, Bruce
Cook, Linda
Cooke, Michael D.
Corbett, Randy
Davis, John E.
Dickinson, Zena
Dore, Douglas H.

LUCKY LAGER BEER

Dotson, William L.
Douglas, Roger H.
Druelle, Michael
Duncan, Jodie
Duncan, John T.
Dykers, Larry A.
Eberstein, Susan L.
Eldred, William A.
Elway, Robert Frank
Estes, John C.
Farmer, Lawrence
Fassett, Loren E.
Faulconer, Leland
Fear, Daniel E.
Felder, Sue
Fenton, Charles
Fink, Monica A.
Fiorito, Robert M.
Fleming, Jeanne M.
Fosjord, John
Fowler, Nathan
Frazee, Frank
Freepons, Susan
French, Richard
Gleysteen, Dirk
Greenway, Robert

YAMAHA•

James, Christine Ann
James, Tom Q.
Johnston, Monte C.
Jones, Darlene M.
Jones, Suzanne
Keehn, Julie M.

Lawless, Gerald D.
Leonard, David A.
Leveton, Charlene
Lewis, Dave
Little, Jane
Lonski, Christian
Lowe, Susan
Lyman, May Anne

Quasebarth, Susan
Pamsay,Jenny
Reardon, Mike
Rickard, Rocky
Richey, William H..
Robeck, Roy J.
Roggenkainp, Joyce
Roloff, Tim
Rowe, Jim
Ryan, Randy

Saimondle, May Ann
Sarvinski, Betty
Sansone, Ginny
Savage, William
Mackelwich, Julius Schambacher, Chris
Malstrom, Casey
Schooler, Kathy
Manning, Carol A. Slagle, Eric
Marr, Joy
Slagle, Cathy
Mathes, Penni Kaye Smith, Darryl
Mattison, Ann
Smith, Howard R.
McAbee, Roger K. Sofie, Gene Lyle
McCarthy, Dennis Soltman, David
McDonald, Timothy Sovo~d, Sue
Sparhng, Constance .
McLain, Michele
McLarney, Richard Ste~lhammer, ~orman
Meins, Nick A.
Sulhvan, Conme
Meyer, Michael
Swaffer, Barbara
Sybouts, ?ayle.
Miller, Douglas 0.
Miller, Sheila Clarke Szymkew1cz, Michael
~ Miner, Brent A.
Tavell, I. Michelle
Miner, Shirley
Trageser, Kay
Mortell, Jane M.
Tucker, Robert D.
Moses, Marilee
Munske, Gerhard
Vekich, Mark T.

Habersetzer, Lennie
Halcott , Warren C.
Hamlin, Edward R.
Harkey, Glen W.
Harrison, Philip
Harrison, Robert
Hartley, Connie
Hathaway, Cheryl J.
Hays, Tom
Henderson, Kathie
Herrud, Michael
Herzer, Jean L.
Hofstad, Barbara
Holman, Roger or Curtis
Hott, Barbara Henders
Iney, Val. G.

Cascade Beverage Co.

Kidrick, Sean
Kilpatrick, John
Kirk, Michael
Kiyphara, Kohsuke
Knopp, Ruby
Kohler, Donna
Koonce, Kris

I

Nelson, Dana
Nordstrom, Joe
Noreen, Vicki
Norman, Kenneth
Norton, W. Brent
Olson, Ralph L.
Ordway, Cary L.

Wallace, Jeffery M.
Webber, Susan
Weber, Jack
Weber, Michael E.
Wengreen, Scott V.
Whitney, Gerald
Woodbridge, Jeanie W.
Worthington, Julia
Wright, Gwelda May

Pabisz, Kathy
Palmer, Patrick
- Zack, Patrick E.
Passig, Robert
Patterson, Gordon
Paulsen, Alan
Pearson, Marcia
Phillips, Judy Ann
Ping, Jim

Seattle heroin ring 'shambles'
SEATTLE Seattle
Police say the arrests of 94 persons in the past two months and
the confiscation of at least
$250,000 worth of drugs has left
one local heroin ring "in
shambles."

greatest impact possible we
made a determined effort
to reach beyond the lower level
street peddler and get major
suppliers,'' Schroener said. ''We
feel · we have been successful
in this .g oal."

Assistant Police Chief Richard
G. Schoener said the narcotics
raids were directed at major
dealers following buys by undercover agents.
"In an attempt to secure the

Officers said 29 persons have
been arrested in the past two
days for alleged drug dealings.
The arrests should drive up the
price of heroin on the Seattle
market, a spokesman said.
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'Any Wednesday' fea·t ured this vveek
by Gayl Curtiss
cat-a-log .editor
"Any Wednesday", a flick :
concerning marital messes, "kept
women," and wandering eyed
employees, plays . tonight and
tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium.
The film adaption of the
long-ru:n,ning play hy Muriel
Resnik stars 'Jane Fonda, Jason
Robards and Dean Jones.
Doors will open at 6 p.m.
Admission is 75 cents with.
college I.D.
·

SWIMMING LESSONS
Sign-up for spring -quarter
swimming lessons will be held in
SUB 103 Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 a.m. until
noon. The lessons cost $7 .50 for
children and $10 for adults. · ,
Lessons will begin March 28
for adults and March 29 for
children. If you have any
questions, contact Jerry Hover,
director of recreation and social
activities, in the SUB.

STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
Tenne8see's William's play "A
Streetcar Named Desire", will
have ifs final showings tonight
and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in
the Threepenny Playhouse in
Barge. The play, presented by
the Speech · and Drama
Department, is free to everyone.

'

JOBS FOR RECS
Dr. Helen McCabe, professor
of recreation, will speak Tur-sday
at~ noon in Grupe Conference
Center about job opportunities
in recreation.
ASC CURBSTONE
"Is God in Politics? will be
discussed by Tim Owen, an
evz.ngelist preacher, and Wyman
Ware, professor of _sociology
Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the SUB
Smail Dining Room. ·

AAUP HIRES LOBBYIST
LOCAL POLITIKING
The American Association of
Today at noon, Al
University Professor of Lowenstein of the Americans for
Washington recently has Democratic Action, will speak in
em p 1o yed Henry Seidel to the SUB Pit about local precinct
represent the concerns of politics. He will be joined by
univerisity and collge faculty to representative of the Young
the legislature. Seidel worked in Democrats, Young Republicans,
Olympia during the last week of and the Socialist Party in
the legislative session and answering questions about
throughout the coming year, he getting involved with local
EVERYMAN'S COLLEGE?
will maintain contact with the politics.
·
H u m a n i t i e s 4 9 9 F , various legislative committees
"Continuing Education: and state agencies that affect
SPEECH AND HEARING
Everyman 's College7' an - higher education.
The · Speech and Hearing
interdisciplinary seminar, will be
He will seek to raise faculty Association will meet Tuesday at
offered spring quarter and will salaries, obtain more state 7: 30 p.m. in SUB 204. Gail
take an open-minded look at contribution to faculty weaver, language consultant
hil!her education.
insurance programs, achieve a · from Yakima, will be the guest
If you are interested in this
more favorable sabbatical leave speaker.
·
class, contact Jeb Hardi, Office program; and effect a reduction
of Continuing Education; in faculty workload. Seidel is a
IVCF
963-1501; Ted Cooper, former agronomist and has
Intervarsity Christian
Education, 963-1961; or Victor recently been active in state Fellowship will meet Sunday at
;.....
Marx, Library, 963-1441.
·
politics.
8 p.m. at 101 W. Tenth Ave.

________ ____________________________________________.........

FINANCIAL AID DEADLINES '
Students applying for
financial aid are· reminded that
the Parent's or Student's
Confidential Statement should
be sent to Berkeley no l~ter than
today.
Applications for financial aid
for 1972-73 are due by April 1
in Barge 209. If you ·wish to
apply for a National Defense
Loan, you may pick up · the
application between March 13
and April 7.
If you have any .~uestions
concerning the financial aid

deadlines, -contact the Office of
Financial .Aid for · an
appointment.
The end
Since this is the last Crier of
this quarter and my last column
Cat-a-log editor, I would like
to thank the Office of
Information, Elaine Wright and
the Scheduling office, all the
secretaries in the ASC office,
and special thanks to Ms. Hiner
in the Office -of Recreation and
Social Activities: all of whom
never complained about all my
phone calls.

as

--------·----- -- ----· -

~Liberty_ .1119a-ir~

925-9511 .
45
QPEN &= ·
PLAYS Thru TUE

Paul

Newman .

Lee
llarvin

IN A FIRST ARTISTS PRODUCTION

"Pocket. lloney"
Plus This Co-Hit At 8:50 ~~ightly
Sunday At 5:50 & 9:2~ 61dney Poitier in

"Broth·er Jo-hn"
H8th
Hospital
. Plays At
7:00 & 10:35 .
Flap At
8:45 Only

THE CENTRAL RIDERS will be meeting Wednesday at 7 :30 p.m. in SUB 204 to discuss recreational
activities through motorcycling, including trail riding, overnight camping and hill climb3. Al~ students
arid faculty -are encouraged to attend. For more information, contact Bob Ennis at 925-1577.
ON CAMPUS JOBS
THEY ARE TRYING
DANCE
Department of Staff
Since fall quarter, the
Whitney-Stephens, better
Personnel announces that they Placement Office has been known as Stephens-Whitney, will
have four openings for working to enhance relationships sponsor a d~nce tonight in the
employment. These are between Central business and SUB Large Ballrnoni. "Antares"
Equipment attendant in the P.E. industry. The Placement Office will be the gu 9St band and
Dept.; secretary I in the Physical personnel has met business and admission is $1 per }Jerson.
Plant; office assistant I in the industry representives to lay
STUDENT WIVES
Physical Plant; and clerical office , groundwork for better
The Student. Wives will meet
coordinator in the physical relationships.
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Grupe
plant. If interested, contact staff
They already have been Conference .Center. Guest
personnel at 963-1202.
getting feedback from Industry speaker will be Ellensburg
in what they believe the college businessman Ge.orge Fitterer,
JAZZ NIGQT
programs should be doing in .from Fitterer .Brothers
If you would like to have a training people for jobs, Furniture, wpo wm discuss what
fine night of entertainment, the establishing intern programs, and to consid.er when _buying
Central Music De_P,artment is developing career opportunities furniture _ fer the home.
presenting a night of jazz. Jazz With the -'companies involved.
Husbap.ds are i!1vited.
combos, rock ensembles, and
Dr. Robert Dean, chairman of
·-ORCHESIS
jazz swing . choirs wm perform the Math .Department, and Dr.
"Just Another Erotic ~ecture
Sun.day at 8 p.m. in McConnell Ronald Frye, . chairman of
Auditorium. Admission is 50 Technology and Industrial D.emonstration. Second in a
cents with ASC cards, and $1 Education, will attend the next series." Monday in the SUB Pit
at 7:30 p.m.
without.
conference Tuesday in Richland.
CHI ALPHA
These _conferences are an .
MAN AND THE UNIVERSE
Chi Alpha will meet at 7 p.m.
attempt
to
enhance
Central
with
Students in Drama 466 will
Monday at 1009 "D" Street in
present "Man and the~ Universe" the business world so that the new Chi Alpha House.
in the Barge Threepenny Theater graduates from this college have
MUN
Wednesday, March 8 and a better chance at getting a job.
All persons , wishing · to
Thursday, March 9, at 8 p.m.
SIMS
represent Central at the Far West
The program involves readers,
SIMS, the Student Meditatfon Model Uni.ted Nations should
sound effects and slides. Society, will meet Tuesday night contact Loretta Welty at
Admission is free.
in SUB 204,
963-1178 -before March 8.

Get Ready TAY P.J. Party Wed.- 8th .

tHE TAY
Happy Hours: 8:30-9:30

Mon~-Fri.

AnthoriyQuinn as "Flap"·
a Jerry Adler production co-starring

ClaudeAkins,Tony,Bill,VictorJory;
and Shelley Winters as"Bluebell"

The' Village

OPEN6:45
925-4598
MUST.ENDSOON

FOUR ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
Plays At 7:00 & 9:00 Each Night
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END SHAMPOO TANGLES!

Orlglnal

R470WA

00

:

Tensor

PHILCO RADIO
•75

~

High -Intensity
Lamp·_
reg. •1700 .

Value .

s1199

T.V. TRAYS
(Set of 4)

695_.

CONDITIONS HAIR
AFTER EACH SHAMPOO

Imported .
Bowls & Dishes

Reg. $1.89

$

Ng. •12•s

;

Regular, locly & Lemon

HAVE YOUR

~ftJil ANTl-PERSPIRANT SPRAY

3 oz. Size
Oil DEODORANT SPRAY
4 oz. Size

44
MQNEY

WITH THIS
COUPON .

'

GOODONLYAT

OFFER EXPIRES_

DOCTOR

-YOUR CHOICE-

SAVER

~~

M•ch 7, '72

LIMIT -1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

SUP-R-T Theraputic
VITAMIN PORMULA
100Ta1ts ..... •s•

SUPER ANAPAC
COLD TAU.Reg. '2"

BARNES & HINES .

RECORD ALBUMS·
All re.·
.•4• Now
12•·

~!:"ING•~~TION

s113

Good with this coupon only

-ulliite~'ai

HAIR .SPRAY ~~

Scope
reg. '2
Mouthwash

. 88•

05

HOLDS -EVEN IN
THE RAIN
- R...., ..

With this coupon only
· OFFER EXPIRES

March 7, '72

13 oz.

Olly, Unscented, Regular & Extra Holdlng

